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ency toward rural life and tho progress
beiug made in rural development. This
has been caused to some extent by the
introduction of rural mail delivery and
the rural telephone as well as by the
building and extension of electric roads.
The isolation of farm life has been broken up by these agencies and rural life
made more attractive to former residents
of cities. A large portion of the people
prefer country to city life if the means
of transportation and communication
enable them to keep in touch witli affairs
and not be shut in froui the busiuess and
social privileges which are becoming
more nece.-sary to the comfort and happiness of people with each succeeding

year.
There
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Rural Development.
It is very pleasing to notice the tend-
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various things which rural
people can do to still further develop
their localities. In early times every
person in the country and in the city
took an active interest iu all public affairs that pertained to their welfare, but
the age of specialties has reached public
as well as individual action, and people
such matters to
are inclined to leave
those who assume to direct matters for
them. Not only is this true in matters
of transportation as provided by the
maintenance of roads, and iu matters of
education as provided iu the maintenance
of schools, but it is also true in matters
of politics, religion and society. That
which was once done by all is now by
common consent committed to the direction of a few.
The old-fashioned town meeting when
every voter went to the polls early and
remained until the hist town officer was
chosen and the list appropriation voted
has been superseded by the practice of
allowing a few to transact the business
and direct the affairs. The old-fashioned
school meeting when every voter in the
district attended and voted when the
school should besrin and end. who should
provide the fuel to warm the schoolhouse, aud at what price, and who
should board the teacher by bidding upou the price of board, has been superseded by a practice which allows three
persons to transact all the business pertaining to the schools of the town.
Three or four people transact all the
business affairs of the church iu place
of a score that once attended the business
meetings of the society. The
highways of the town are managed by
one man instead of twenty surveyors
as formerly, and one selectman practically takes the inventory and makes the
tax lists in three or four days iustead of
three men spendiug two or three weeks
iu doiui; it.
All (his may be in the interest of ecouto
omy and better service, but it tends
lack of interest among the people
a
in these and other matters and to a
neglect of their duty iu all public affairs.
We caunot expect such rural development as might be made without the active interest of the people themselves.
The three most important matters under
this head are the schools, roads ami
The latter include
towu improvements.
roadside adornment auil village improveTo direct the management of
ment.
such roads, schools and improvements in
are

How are We

Building?

Every farm, every farm barn, and the
arrangement of the lesser buildings
about it, every farm house and its dooryard, every herd of cows, the team, the
tools and the fences, all reflect the brain
and character of the man who is behind
them. What a lot of farmers advertise
to the world that they belong to the illkept, unkempt, helter-skelter order of
humanity. Everything about the farm
tells that story. It has been said of
many a man that "he builded better than
he knew.'* If so it was because he built
in harmony with the central spirit and
purpose of his life. If the man had no
central spirit or purpose, save to hoard up
a few dollars, then
whatever he built
was out
of harmony and proportion,
"thrown together" as we often see.
As farmers come to a larger measure
of mind and understanding they will see
that every farm is in reality a living cenIt has an
ter of "spirit aud purpose."
object, and the best expression of that
object, the most harmonious and must
efficient, is after all the real business of
the farmer.
The other day a splendid farmer in the
He was 78
state of New York died.
years old and commenced life as a hired
Ilis
man on the farm where he died.
estate was appraised at 170,000. A
neighbor, speaking of hiin and the extent of his property, said:
"He was always a puzzle to the rest of
us.
He spent a good deal of time in
reading and walking about over the
farm and he was always spending money
in buildings, fencing and fixing up the
farm. And he always kept a lot of help
aud they worked too. Everything on
the farm was done right on time, a little
ahead if anything, and it seemed to me
at times as if he was looking for a place
where he could lay out a little more
money in some improvement or another.
We all agreed that we couldn't farm in
that way. I've known him to buy a
registered bull for ?200. He didn't
breed registered stock, but he did raise
some of the finest cows I ever saw and
sold them at big prices.
"Everything he touched seemed to turn
into money, and yet he spent more
money on hie farm than any five men in
the township. It is a big puzzle to ine."
We asked the "neighbor" if things
were kept snug, orderly and clean about
his house and barns. "Ob, Lord, yes,"
he replied, "he had a regular system
about everything." It was a "puzzle"
man could
as he expressed it, how a
farm iu a neat, orderly and brainy way,
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for disquietude. With
oiling heart «lie watched the sun go
tlie glory of the widely radiatseek I liowii.
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"Was it uot your intention to
ing hues >:i\e way to the pall of night.
mo. to beg an asylum, perhaps?" lie
Γ pun her youug shoulders the mantle
wont on. less sternly.
of darkness seemed to rest eo heavily
"Not to beg, your majesty; to ask,
Blio bowed her head In her hands.
ves. But now—not that!"
I "A maid and a fool! Ah, foolish
Vr:M
muttered
Charles. I
Dieu!"
the wanton breeze.
It maid!" whispered
"There is tlie father over airain!
The pale light of the stars played
is strange this maiden. clothe<l almost
her. and the dews fell until, Inin rags, should claim such illustrious upon
shivering with the cold, she
voluntarily
as
to
he
himself
continued
parentage."
arose. As she walked by the emperor's
"It
he walked restlessly to and fro.
she noticed a figure silhouetis more strange I ask no other proofs ijuarters
ted on the canvas walls. To and fro
than herself—the evidence of my eyes
Where did you come from," he added
before her—"the court
ulouti.
of Francis V"
"Yes. sire."
"Why did you leave the king?"
"Why—because"— lier hands clinch-1
ed. The gray eyes continued to probe
her. "Because I hate him!"
The emperor's face relaxed. A gleam I
of humor slione in his glance.
"Hate I
him whom so many of your sex lo\e.'
he replied.
Through her tresses he saw her face
turn red.
Passionately she arose.
"With your majesty's permission I
will go."
"Go!" he said abruptly. "Where can
you go? You are somewhat quick of
temper, liktv- Have I refused you
aught? 1 could not serve your father," he continued, taking her hand
and not ungently detaining lier, "but 1
may welcome his daughter, though ne-1
ccssity. the ruler of kings, made me
helpless in his behalf."
As in a tlash her resentment faded.
Half paternally, half severely, he sur-

pausing

Under vow to the Virgin the emperor
had announced he would not draw sword
himself that day, but seated beneath a
canopy of velvet overlooking the valley he so far compromised with conscience as personally to direct the preparations for the conflict. On his sable

well satisfied. As tills late comer approached tiie scene of strife the
Sank.; of the guard were wavering yet
as one

; erilousiy.
'•A miracle. sire.'·* cried the prelate.
"But one that partakes more of earth
than heaven." retorted Charles, with
more

throne, surrounded by funereal hang- ready irony.
ings. how white and furrowed, how
"Who Is he. sire?" breathlessly asked
harassed with many cares, he appeared the young girl. At her feet whimpered
iu the : lure of the morn to the young the blue eyed page, holding to her
girl! Was tliis he who held nearly all ■kirt, all bis courage gone.
But ere he could answer-lf he bad
Europe i.i 'lis pal:..? Who between
martial commands talked of holy or- seen fit to do so—from below, out of the
ders. the «pjritallc see and the seven vortex, came the clamorous shouts:
wcr:iu»':«ts to his priestly confessor?
"The duke! The duke!"
And from j.loof she studied him, with
The master of the mountain paae
tî n i ls
and
U'.'W
misgivings, her beard also and felt at that moment a
tliauglus rauuiu.; fast, and unon bent sudden thrill of premouition. The
:vr eyts t.» tin· hill un the other side of guerdon, the quittance—could it be posin lier condition of mind, sible after all the end was not far?
11»· ν.:ΐΛ·ν
.•jufnst· 1 as he? »re a crisis, it was a He could not believe it, yet a paroxysm
i.slim t !<·:: I' when toward 110011 word of fury seized him.
His strength bewa : brought that the free baron was
came redoubled; wherever his sword
approaching. Soon. not far distant, the touched a trooper fell.
cortege of Louis of Itochfels was seen;
But. like a wave, recovering from the
at
the front. Hashing helmets and recoil, the soldiers of Friedwald broke
breastplates; behind, a cavalcade of la- upon his doomed band with a force
dies on horseback and litters, above manifold augmented—broke and carwhich floated many flags and banners. ried the flanks with it, for the assaultWould he couie on? Would he turn ing parties to the right and left were
back? .Many opinions were rife.
dismayed by the strength unexpectedly
"Oh." cried a p«<e with goldeu hair, hurled against the center. The bulky
Flemish, the lithe Spaniard, the lofty
"there will be no battle after all."
Aud truly, confronted by the aspect trooper of Friedwald, overflowed the
of the emperor's camp, the marauder
had at first hesitated. But if the dangers before him were great those behind wc.'c greater. Accordingly, leaving the cavalcade of the princess, her
u:..ids and attendants, the free baron
of Iljchfels. surrounded by his owu
trusted troops, dashed forward arro
gaudy into the valley, bent upon
sweeping aside even the opposition of

shattered line of the marauders.
"Duke Robert!" and "Friedwald!"
■bouted the Austrian band.
( awards!
Would you give way'/"
cried the free baron, striking among
them. "Fools! Better the sword than

the ι ope. Come!"
But in his frousted efforts to rally
his men tbe master of Hochfels found
himself face to face with the leader of
the already victorious troops. At the
eight of him the pretender paused. His
breast rose and fell with bis labored
breathing. His sword was dyed red.
also his arms, bis clothes. From his
forehead the blood ran down over bis
beard. His eyes rolled like those of an
animal. He seemed something inhuman, an incarnation of battled purpose.
"If it is reprisal you want, Sir Duke,
you shall liasse it!" he panted.
"Keprlsal!" exclaimed Robert of
I1 riedwald scornfully. "Tbe best you
cau offer is your life."
And with that they closed. Evading
the stroke.* if his more bulky antagonist, the yo„nger man's sword repeatedly sought the vulnerable part of the
free
baron's
The
armor.
other's
strength became exhausted. His blows
rang harmlessly or struck the empty

Cbarie-i himself.
"Yonder's a daring knave, your majKiler> C. i'ark.
esty." with some perturbation observed
ν
il*on S. Herrlck.
the prelate who stood near the etni>eror's chair.
| \ ή, HARLOW.
"Certes, he tilts at fame or death
Attorney at Law,
with a bold lance." replied Charles.
MAINE
IMXriELD,
"Would that Itobert of Friedwald were
there to cry him quits."
U· KltillT Λ WHEELER,
While thus he spoke, as calm as
though secluded in one of his monasat
Law.
Counsellors
Attorneys and
tery retreats, weighing the affairs of
SOlTH l'A RIS. MAINE.
state, nearer and nearer drew the solAlton C. Wheeler.
ami- S Wright.
spending money liberally to accomplish
diers of Louis of Pfulz-Urfeld—roughly
such results and yet make money. It is
calculating, a force numerically as
NOTICE.
strange the example of such a man is veyed her.
strong as the emperor's own guard.
no
in
mere
"iie
Jool!"
for the
not more contagious.—Hoard's Dairy.· I Mstrlc· I'ocrt "f the 1'nlted State"Sit down here." he went on. indiThe young girl, her face now white
man.
IM-trl. t of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
shadow
gromoved,
the
shapeless,
cating a low stool. "You are weary
aud drawn, watched the approaching
)
la tbe matter of
of
life's
vexation
eloquent
yet
tesque,
and need refreshment."
JO'SIAH H K<»X.
band. Would Charles never give the
j In Bankruptcy,
Separator Milk and Calves.
of spirit. Turning into her owu tent,
of Lovell, B>nkrupt. I
Silently she obeyed, and the emperor,
signal? Imperturbable sat the mountWe are now running our hand separaIn
the
fox
silver
II.
of
a
wick
»f
JMlah
the
less
the jest
T" the creditors
lighted
ed troopers of the emperor, awaiting
tor by the use of a small steam engine. ; touching a bell, gave a low command
•untv of Oxford and district aforesaid :
A faint aroma of perfume swept
ν ti« e 1* hereby given that on t' e 4th day of
It is not necessary to do so, but as we, to the servitor who appeared. In a few lami>.
the word of command. At length, whoa air.
wa<
to soothe
l> 1h»>S. the said Josl&h H. Ko*
Μ in
have the engine we And it convenient, ! moments meat, fruits and wine were through tlie air. It seemed
A sensation of pain admonished him
her breath began to come fast and
that the flrst
and
l>ank-ut>t.
t'judlcated
It but wearinessV—and
«
says Rural New Yorker. Among the ad- j set before her. and Charles, with im- her—or wus
In a of his own disability. About him his
«tin* of his cre«lltore will !>e held Ht the V»urt
Charles raised his arm.
sharp,
11 use. In South Pari*. on the 2Jnd dav of Mar.,
vantages of separating the milk upon the passive face, listened to her story, or shortly she threw herself on the silken solid,
steady body his men swept 011 band had melted away. Doggedly had
V l> 1 «ν'·, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon, at wh'ch
farm I will mention, first, that there is |
When t'oiu-li and sank to dreamless slumber.
as much as she cared to relate.
the ..tld creditor* may attend, prove their
ward. The girl strove to look away, they given up their lives beneath
n<> time milk will separate by the use of |
huetl
the
awoke
she
When
bright
appoint a trustee, examine the Imnkrupt.
she had finished, for some time he ofsword, mace and poniard. The ground
but could not.
ι·. 1 transact sui'it other bu-lness as may properly
a machine more easily or more complete-,
dome of the tent was aglow in the
•ne I "'fore ·»!·< meeting.
Both bands, gaining In momentum, was strewn with the slain. Hlderless
than when fresh and warm. Second, fered no comment.
ly
radiance
reflected
The
l;«V5
sun.
March
β,
South Parts,
horses were galloping up the road. The
"A strange tale," he said finally. I morning
we have the skim milk fresh and warm j
met with a crush. That nice symmetry
(.CO. A. WILSON.
bathed her face and form. Her heaviReferee In Bankrupt»·v.
for our calves. Third, there is so little "Ltui what will our :κ>.·.ι α·»
of form anil orderliness of movement free baron breathed yet harder. Before
The'
taken
had
heart
wings.
his eyes lie seemed to see only blood.
time for germs to multiply that danger, dies take mere lools lor kn.ght er- ness of
were succeeded by a tangle of men au.I
NOTICE·
little lamp was still burning, but the
from bowel trouble is averted. We have
Of what avail had been his efforts?
the bristling array of lances
horses,
for
I
Stated
ΓηΙιβΊ
the
of
Court
! il the District
fresh fragrance of dawn had replaced
not lost a calf from scours for several
In Bankruptcy.
and swords and weapons He had won the princess, but how
bad
vanished,
no mere fool," she spoke up
is
the District of Maine
"He
the subtle odor of the oriental essence.
years, although all are Jerseys, and
With a
1
lu the matter of
for band to hand warfare threw a play brief had been bis triumphs!
claimcd by some to be delicate. Fourth, II
In Bankruptcy.
Upon the rug a single streak of sun- of light amid the jumble of troops and belief that was almost superstition he
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look
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The emperor
quick
our cream is sold, tested and paid for,
<>f Kumfor·!. Bankrupt.
shine was creeping toward her. In the
tiironeward.
brows.
T«· the creditors of George C. Nadeau in
steeds, lings and banners. With s\vjr,l imagined his destiny lay
upon the basis of its butter fat; we are from beneath his lowering
bra/ier which had warmed her tent the
« 'lunty ufOxfonl nnd «IlHCrti-t aforesaid:
bad been a
i'
iiuiuiu^
red from carnage Louis of Hochfels But the curse of his birth
of
"i mean-he is brave-ami has proI'ilHl i»r JIIBl » ll<lt »»C lUiUion.
Notice le herebv jflven that on the Ith lay
had
turned
of deglowiug bark and cinnamon
I know of no drawI>. MO. the »al! Geonce C Na'leau
c >ultl be more fair.
his men around him. hurling bau to bis efforts; the bitterness
she
drew
M.trch,
explained
a
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me
times,"
UH-ted
a>
to
many
a
such
reall) develop
tirst
way
to cold, white ash.
* i·· duly adjudicated bankrupt, an·I th it the
I should not care to go back to lu some confusion.
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of
Charles'
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the
firm
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broad
them
action
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it
the
Court
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will
requires
•■llni{'.if lit·. creditors
Through "he girl's veins the blood
his
'lie old ways, especially to the feeding of
II..a·*·. In South fart*, on Ihejdlli 'lay o* March. in the interest of the people ra her thau
veterans. It was the crucial moment, ing; his nerveless hand loosened
»Vud so vou. knowing what >ou
A few moments she
cours» it rap dly.
stood lung enough to
\ [> l «a, at lOo'c'nrk In tbe foret'ooa.at which
a selli>h nature. the milk that has
blade.
of
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a
that
in
a
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manageiiu
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the
with
struggle
jester,
turning point
were remained
poor
time the mM creditors mav attend, prove their
or that was composed of the indislay in the rosy effulgence, restfuiiy could not be prolonged, but would be
It needs the influence at>d active interest cool,
"I am sped," he cried—"sped!" and
rather than leave him to 1 ms
atin». appoint a trustee, ex imlne the bankrupt
of many herds. We clown,
conscioiis that danger Lad lied ami
i'i : inn tact such other butinées as nay proper
of such men as have become successful criinina'e product
Charles
If released his hold, while tbe tide of coninexorably,
fate?" continued
rather sharp, short and decisive.
skim
the
to
in
mM
addition
meeting.
feed
lietiirv
r..nie
emseparator
the
y
that she w is bulwarked by
in dewlop.tig business enterprises and
uth I'arls, March 11. l'JOS
his men failed at the onset all was flict appea red abruptly to sweep away.
rivalling the words of the outsiders.
a small amount of hominy meal,
iu patriotic work of general public in- milk,
favor, when a sudden thought
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face became paler, hut she held peror's
As he struck the earth an ornament
feed of milk.,
each
lier
after
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just
dry
in
town:»
needed
are
Statesmen
terest.
broke upon this half wakeful mood and
Calves are ready for the show ring at her head more proudly. The spirit of
that he had worn about bis neck became
now their mastery of the Held
ency
as well a> instates and the uation.
caused her to spring, all alert, from
now
Wo are
feeding 15 the Jestres* sprang to her lips.
Ureat would unfastened and dropped to the ground.
became fairly assured.
The difference between prosperous any time
To dress with lier ha I
her couch.
Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.
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sire, who fear to
is
more calves, also 11 hogs.
is
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I
be the reward for success; the fruits But once lie moved, to raise himself on
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rural
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and
of
decaying
In the matter
a matter of great duration.
been
never
are
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the
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of
a
hat
part
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of victory—the emperor himself. And bis elbow.
cling to u forlorn cause."
The hair of the Joculatrix naturally
Diese are sent when but a few days old
Bankrupt. )
"The hazard of the die!" he muttered,
ideas and protMe^Mve tendencies than
••God a loue knows the hearts of uionsavagely the free baron cut down a
Dis
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the
cows.
were
become
as
until
waves
remain
such
and
into
they
Γ the litis. Clakksce ItAl e, Judge o* the
rippled
favorable or unfav r tble natural conHis blade pierced atrlrlng to see with eyes tb«t were
stalwart trooper.
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not
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have
lier
complaint
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court
supple
yet
envy of the
ditions. We have often noticed the
of Mal ne :
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the throat of another.
growing blind. A rush of blood in
«' e I
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activity
ment with swift precision, while her
on
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ed out and stirred no more.
so advantageously must have clean,
Immediately repented of lier
exultantly. "He is our guerdon!"
of one energetic, public-spirited man do
needed no device to lend grace
:!.·· I"f
lay of December, last ρ»-t. he was >iu!y
skim milk; this moans
and shall iigure
fresh
he
warm,
Now had the din of strife ceased alre
said,
You
need
So terrible that rush the guard of
rest,"
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the
conit
under
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Congress
for
whose enthusiasm
t.iudsed bankrupt
investment.
to
the
*urre:·
ttlu* l·· Bankruptcy; tb-t he ha·· "luly
on the right and the troops of together when descending the slope apinibilM d by all its citi- separators of their own and at home.
have a tent to yourself. Now go. he
f property, tagious and was
had she left her tent, Spain
therefore,
■leref all his propert ν anil rights
Soon,
I
have noticed towns that
Flanders on the left began to give way. peared a cavalcade, at the bead of
continued, placing his hand for a mo«t: 1 ha
fully compUetf with ail the require.nen't·· I zens, aud we
making her way through the awakenThe Ben Davis Once More.
« il'i Act» an-l or the oniers of Court touching
I
seemed to decline from ttie lack of even
UH-nt. not unkindly, on her head
Only the men of Friedwald stood, but which rode a lady on a white palfrey,
the
kitchen
the
in
royal
hi- bankruptcy.
ing camp,
one such
As time passes on, every move goes to shall give orders for your e.i
person, oue of the greatest
with the breaking of the forces on each followed by several maids and guarded
Wherefore he pray··. That re may l>c 'leer*.
cook was bending over his lires, while
causes of rural decline in .tome localities show thaï the position of the Farmer on ment
bv the Court to have a full discharge 'roui a!
it will be rough hospitality but
side it was inevitable they, too, must by an escort of soldiers who wore the
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«al
of
baruuiler
an assistant mixed a beverage
•tebta provable against bin >—tat·
has been the lack of taith aud confidence the lien Davis apple is sound. The fol-i
ex
soon be overwhelmed.
Involuntarily, king's own colors. A stricken procès
you are used to that. I am not sorry,
l*nkruptcv Acts. except .«uch debt* as are
of the people iu it* possibilities.
ley water, yolks of eggs ami senna as the
lowing comet from the Ozark fruit ; child, you hate our brother 1· rancis
of the emperor detect- sion it seemed as It drew near, the
(Μ i'v 'aw from -uch dlsch rge.
quick
eye
of
"
We believe the present development
wine for Charles when lie should bePate· I till·» !*h ilav of March. A.
region, "the homo of the great red.
our court.
ed this sign of impending disaster, he faces of the women white with fear,
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rural communities can be materially apple," where the Ben Davis attains the it has driven you to
Those courtiers alcome aroused.
half started from his chair. His hand the gay atiire and gorgeous trappings
rural
τιικκκοχ.
the
of
\uritK
οκι»κ it or
promoted b\ the efforts
highest degree of perfection possible to
ready astir cast many glances in tin»
should take an interest in that variety:
sought his side. In his eyes shone a j-a mockery on that ensanguined arena.
!>ihtkict ut Maine. *h.
CHÀFTEB XXVI.
They
people.
toward
moved
she
as
i
Α. I». M'5 on rea
girl's direction
un this loth day of Mar
Proudly proceeded the lady on the
"This season has seen a still further!
steely light. The prelate quickly crossproviding bitter schools, better roads
LTllOUGII the daughter of tlie the tent of the fool.
lug the fore^tring petition. It 1»
lia
and better public conveniences of all decline in the popularity of the Ben
ed himself and raised his head as if in white horse, although in lier eyes shone
'Were·! by the Court. That a hearing be
atreceive*!
constable
every
sedulous
Hilt if these gallants were
of M ir., A. 1>. kinds.
Thif can be doue by more gen- Davis apple, and it is not improbable j
upon the aiue ou the :il-.t <lay
It was an age when
a look of dread.
l>:
tention commensurate with she was correspondingly indifferent. prayer.
1
before sal·! Court at Portland. In Ha'.·!
noerally attending the meetings where such that it has seen the close of its reign as j
women were accustomed to scenes of
he
murmured,
trl. t. at lo o'clock In the forenoon, ami that
"The
sire,"
the
the
penance,
of
the
cheer
of
camp,
are discussed aud acted upon.
Anxiety or loyalty—that stanchness
the chief commercial apple of Northtice thereof l>c published lu the Oxford IHmiio-1 matters
bloodsled. inured tu conflicts in the
his voice trembled.
I Distiict, an
It cau l>e aided by taking au interest in west Arkansas."—Maine Farmer.
day passed but slowly. With more or heart which braved even the ironical but
crat, a newspaper printed In -al
bis
Charles
lists,
replaced
yet she shuddered as her palfrey
that all kiiuwu creditor*, an I other pei««>n»ln state legislation affecting these matters
Mechanically
less interest she viewed the diversified eyes of the black robed master of medIjiter· t. may appear at the -aid time an I place,
Its way across that Held. At
the in a favorable manner, and by instructthe beet managed modern stables group of soldiers drawn by Charles icine—drove her again to the ailing blade. "Yea, better a kingdom lost," picked
In
iti'l -how cause. If any they have, fthy
I
the near side of the hollow her glance
>uI I not tie granted
ing their representatives in state and the horse care-takers are instructed from the various countries over which jester's tent. and. remembering how be muttered, "than α broken vow."
praver of nal I petitioner sh
At.·! It is furtheroriere lbytheCourt.Th.it national
Yet ufter so many battles won in the singled out a motionless ligure ainoug
legislative bodies as to their that severity with the animals is out of lie ruled—thu brawny troops from she had ridden into camp and into the
the Clerk «hall «en I by mall to all known credHowever able aud loyal their place and will not be allowed. The
and diet, ufter titanic contests those lying where they had fallen, a
field
itors copte» of sabl petition an·! this order. ad- desires.
realert
the
looking
Flatulent,
these
guards
fondlings
favor,
a•tressed to them at their places of resilience
representatives may be, they should man that swears and strikes or kicks cruited from the mountains of Spalu. august emperor's
with kings In Christendom and Soly- thickset man. whose face was upturn
from
state·!.
of fortune looked significantly
I have uo hesitancy about informing them the animals merely because he feels in
ed to the sky. One look Into those
λ
man in the east, to fall by the mockery
Witness the Hon. CLAEKNCK Male. Judge ο' I
of the people withiu their an irritable mood is not only increasing the men of Frleiwald. with muscles one to the other.
the «al l Court, an-l the -eat thereof, at Portland, of the needs
of
a
the
of
fate
into
thieving
their
glassy eyes, so unresponsive to her
I».
lu
grasp
fir
Α.
the
It should not be un- the leugth of the feed bills but is like- tough as the filters of
In -abl District, on the loth >tay or Mar.,
town or district.
"A jot less fever, solicitous maid,"
own, and she quickly dismounted and
Even the orient—sug- said the leech In answer to the In- mountain rlfler—
that after electing persons to wise decreasing the value of every ani- native forests.
derstood
Clerk.
recumbent
JAMES K. HEWEY.
,1. s J
"Ambition, power, we sow but the fell on lier knees beside the
manage the affairs of their town, state mal, especially for the best market de- gestive of many campaigns—had been quiries of the jestress. and she endurA true copy of pctltlou ami orler thereon.
form. She took one of tbe cold hands
JAMES E. HEWEY. Cleric.
Attest
or nation their responsibility ceases and
horsemen, drawn upou. and the bright garlted ed the glance for the news, although sand!" whispered satiety.
That prince of
mands.
It with a scream.
the persons chosen assume it all. Rural Rarey, said: "Almost every wrong act olive
moving the former sent her away with her face
attendants,
"Vainglory Is a sleeveless errand," In hers, but dropped
skinned
secured of a horse is caused
"Dead!" she cried. "Dead!"
development will ouly be
fear, excitement among the tente of purple or crimson, aflame.
by
murmured the spirit of the flagellant.
through the efforts of the people resid- or mismanagement. One harsh word will
Yet he gazed half fiercely at bis
blended picturesquely with the more
"Au the leech let her In. he'd soon
of the increase the
ing therein, by constant agitation
pulse of a nervous horse solid masses of color.
when suddenly his
have to let the patient out," spoke up priestly adviser,
matters affecting their interests and by ten beats a minute."
of
who had a
a sovereign gloomy eye brightened; the Inutility
Flemish
the
are
them
about.
soldiery
For
"Her
m ixer, m.%ms.
in
eyes
their
bringing
gallant.
part
doing
and herself into the remedy, where bolus, pills and all vile ambition was forgotten; unconsciously
fool
the
However much may be said to the conbrought
Live Stock Journal tells of a farmer
ASSETS DEC. SI, 1*4
their
he clasped the arm of the joculatrlx,
a nod and α
trary, the people still have it in
who had a pair of mares that he wanted camp the young girl had
potions might fail."
# Μ,βΟΟΟΟ
Heal E-tate.
near.
His grip was
to cause the rural development to
hands
(»>
word, but It was the men of Friedwald
"If this be a sample of Francis' dam- who had drawn
to breed to a good draft stallion but
SM.775
Mortgage l.oans
and
Even in her tense,
It*i.â4t Is which they are entitled.—Mirror
the fee was $20. He thought he could who especially attracted her attention, sels, I care not how long we are In like a gauntlet.
Collateral Loan*
2W,sI5ui>
Farmer.
Stocks an· I Bonds,
not afford it when there were bo many and unconsciously she found herself reaching the Low Countries." answered strained mood she winced.
Si.iVJ M
Cash in office anil Bank
"The light is not yet lost!" he exII,'.«3 34
stallions at 310. So he bred one mare to picturing the land that had fostered a second.
Effects of the Beef Trust.
Some
Agent»' Ba ances,
SSuOOOO
the $20 horse and the other to a $10 this stalwart and rough soldiery.
Bills Receivable.
A
In kind, but claimed.
first
the
To
tills
replied
52
one-fourth
ami
failed
have
4,175
Forty banks
Interest and Rents,
horse. The importer who had the $*20
3,'00f0
As he spoke the figure of a knight,
A ii other A sects,
rocky, rugged region surely, with vast Boon had these gallants matters of
as many official* have committed suicide
horse was shown the two colts. Both
two
the
years, were
forests, unbroken brush! Yonder ar- more serious moment to divert them, fully armed, who had made his way
past
#7ί4.οΛ>58 in Iowa duriug
The
farmer
colts.
Admitted Αβ-ets.
good looking
according to statistics of the state aud- was delighted that he had saved $10 on morer polishing η Joint of steel seemed for It begnn to be whispered about through the avenue of tents, was seen
LIABILITIES DEC 31. MM.
the hill. Upon his
itor's office. In connection with these the one colt but the
·
1300(0
importer said the like η survivor of that primeval epoch that Louis of Hochfels had determined iwiftly descending
Net Unpaid Losses
has
243.·<ί·"*> 91 failures and tragedies the charge
in that $20 colt will make you when the trees were roofs and the to push forward. The unwonted activ- strong Arabian steed the rider's apCnearne·! Premiums
breeding
4.8SÛOO been made that they are due to the meat
All other liabilities,
Once or ity in the camp ere long gave credence pearance and bearing signaled him as a
the best horse and when they were 3 ground the universal bed.
·»7ι,ι>-»β7 trus
Much of the money of western
Surplus over all liabilities
old he took a buyer there who twice she passed him, curiously not- to the rumor. The troopers commenced soldier apart from the rank and file of
years
food
and
i'i* ιΓ>· 5» banks is loaned upon cattle
Total liabilities and surplus,
paid $135 for the $20 colt and refused to ing his great beard and giant-like looking to their weapons. Squires hur- the guard. His coat of arms, that
which is to be used in preparing them take the other one at $100.
Α. Κ. LEWIS. Kryeburg, O. M RICHARD
have
bankers
limbs. But he minded her not, and ried here and there, while near the of the house of Friedwald, was richly
the
of
for market. Many
SON. ( anton. \ gents.
this, perhaps, gave her courage to tents stood the horses, saddled and emblazoned upon the housings of his
been lurçe stock raisers themselves.
Hod. J. H. Hale addressed an open
Senator Lewis, a member of the banking
bridled, undergoing the scrutiny of the courser. Whence bad he come? The
pause.
Feb.
24.
of
I'RKEUUK X OTIC Κ.
Ne\vington Grange
shares meeting
attendants and equerries had not seen
Cum- committee in the last legislature,
"What sort of country Is Friedwald?" grooms.
in
the
advance
the
of
He
Τ» whom it may concern: I, l>e*ter
great
spoke
this view. It is held by him that the
however, elapsed before him in the camp. Only the taciturn arof
the
Some
time,
and
min** of Albany, Maine, have thin 'lay given
ehe
said
of
abruptly.
science
great
agriculture
hi# time fo~ the meat values were forced down by the
my non, Leslie L. Cummlnxe,
for
the emperor himself appeared. Noth- morer of Friedwald looked complacentbene tits which had come to the farmer
"Wild." he answered.
remainder of hi* mlnoilty t» act an·! trade
trust, regardless of the scarcity
l»'"i*eif an<i I shall uay no bill» of hi· contract- alleged
through the persistent efforts of the
"Is the duke liked?" she went on.
ing in the bead roll or devotional offer- ly after him, stroking his ereat beard
'late
farmers
demand.
thW
the
aud
after
Many
great
nle
of
earning*
ing or claiui any
grange. He enlivened his discourse by
"Yes."
ing of the morning had he overlooked.
UKXTER A.Cl'MMISUS.
were ruined during the past two years
of the negroes who work in
Wttnees. AinoaU. Ilean
in anecdotes
The divers dishes that followed had
"Do you know hie—jester?"
\
as well as large stockmeu, and it is
l'JUi.
in
orchard
March
4.
I»ate· 1 at Albany,
his immense peach
Georgia.
been scrupulously partaken of. and
sue h districts as deal especially in this
"Να"
"Dead I" the cried.
has traveled in every state but is
He
burrled
be
to
volnot
would
he
man
a
line that failures have been most notable.
Information
then only—as
For all the
loyal to old Connecticut which he thinks
stared ut thnt terribly rebe
The
table—had
lady
Dr.
the
—New England Farmer.
been
or
have
altar
the
man
from
might
unteer the
is "The golden somewhere."
For some momenta she
face.
His
a
bis
tent.
glance
and
pulsive
Rabelais' model for laconlcisin.
emerged from
the onScours among Calves.
seemed
noting
the
camp,
dazed) sat there dully,
There is nothing penurious about the moment she stood there with a slight mechanically swept
Then
her.
disturb
to
forbearing
disdoea—conof
lookers
it
A new remedy is suggested aa a cure
In what it la and what
appropriations for agriculture made by frown. Theu she gated at him medi- the bustle and stir, the absence
who
for scours among calves. This is simply some of the western states. At the Iowa
her gaze encountered that of him
ham- order, and finally rested on the girl.
the
went
tiuy
tap,
best
Tap.
the
tatively.
she
coffee, a pint to a quart of strong coffee state college new buildings for the use
hud slain the free bnron, and
It seemed
look
his
from
and.
moment
laughing
Îor
a
hand,
the
mer
in
mighty
and tonio substanoes and sprang to l:cr feet. On her features an
alterative
put in the calf's drink. The quantity is of the agricultural department are now
and
she,
of
her,
men
have
These
forgotten
he
turned.
might
varied according to the age of the calf in process of erection costing in the softly, she
been
the moat radical and per- expression of bewilderment had
who had involuntarily turned to him
were not unpleaslng in her
and the severity of the trouble.
$700,000. And it is money Friedwald
aggregate
one of recognition.
followed
chilled,
by
felt
sudden
α
on
eo solicitously,
Of course, the quantity of the milk is well spent. The increase in value of the eyes.
manent ourea of all hnmora and all
"The duke's fool!" she exclaimed
His voice,
reduced by the amount of coffee added. corn crop of Iowa through the work of
Twice had she approached the tent as confronted by a mask.
were
obwas
hard,
results
eruption», relieving weak, tired, wildly, "lie Is dead, and you have
that
be
spoke,
when at length
In one case beneficial
the agricultural college amounts to mil- whereiu lay the fool, only to learn
his
.ind
tained by giving strong coffee to a cow. lions of dollars annually.
np killed him! The fool bus murdered
the emperor was with the duke's plai- dry, matter of factr and it was JacqueIt is always well to look for the cause
master!"
line whom he addressed.
of
sant. "A slight relapse of fever," had
true
the whole
of scours, which must be found and re"It is true he la dead," answered the
The New Hampshire legislature has Baid the Italian leech as he blocked the
"You slept wellV"
moved. More can be done in this way killed the bill for the protection of
leaning heavily on hie sword
other,
wickwith
she
answered.
her
at
sire,"
stared
"Yes,
and
entrance
than in giving medicine and remedies to domestic animals from dogs, which
the Inanimate fonn,
surveying
and
the fool's
been
to
be
uuder
need
hare
She
"And
already
shows that Granite State farmers are ed, twinkiiug eyes.
keep the stock in good health.
No other medicine acts like it; "but he was no maater of mine."
to
but
I
not."
doubt
added,
had
he
tent,
The best remedy in all cases is to re- not using their influence in legislative no apprehension,
other medicine has done so
"That, Mftdame la Prlnceaae, we will
The mask became half quizzical, half no
Medicine may relieve affairs to
her quick faucy his glance said, "A
move the cause.
any great extent.
no also affirm," broke In an auatere voice.
substantial
bemuoh
mantled
real,
return
cheeks
will
trouble
her
for the time, but the
frlcudly, a·
maid wauderlug with a fool!"
Behind them rode the emperor, a
haa restored health
unless the cause of it is removed.—New
Mr. W. Wilson, superintendent of
Appreheusion? No. It could not be ueath his regard. Was It but quiet other medioine
Farmer.
dark figure among thoee bright gowns
at so little cost.
creameries in Assinibola, in an article that she felt but a new reuse of lonell- avengement against a jestress whose and
England
and golden trapping·, the saddlecloth
in the Canada Farmers' Advocate, la- uetts. of that Isolation which contact tongue had been unsparing enough,
"I vh troubled with aerofnl· ud oan·
us
ments the fact that dairy conditions in with
Bran and Corn for Calves.
far tour month* I and adornments of his steed somber
before?
Certes,
What
the
even
to
him.
β
«reilfht
day
mut
loiinc
mj
faces
emphasised.
strange
As he spoke ne
and the northwestern terriAfter Uktoc lis own garments.
Manitoba
d·
and
to
ujthinf.
robof
corn
not
M·
a
ooold
herself,
maid,
stood
now
rosy
she
asked
here
weight
her?
only
by
over
Equal parts
had come
In obeof Hood'· 8wt«parll]ft I eould m raved back the cavalcade, and
cob meal, oats and coarse wheat bran tories are not encouraging.
she who had been so self sufficient, bed of her spirit, or a folle, struck wit- two bottle·
I had token tight bottle· I dience to the gesture the ladles, solwhoa
«ad
to
welh,
make an excellent ration for growing
but
face
with
softened,
ess. and Charles'
whose nature now seemed filled
eould m il wall μ erer." Ισια Α. Ηλο»· diers and attendants withdrew to u
Never quarter ducks, turkeys, or geese
calves, especially if good clover or al120
mmediately grew stern as his mind row. Wither·. Ν. υ.
nui'.deii yearning and restlessness. Imfalfa hay is available as roughage. If iu the same flock with the chickens.
discreet distance. Bitterly the' princess
kuew not what. She who abruptly passed from wandering Jesoat· are not available, then use three As their habits and dispositions are patience—she
Hood's earaaparilla promisee to furveved the mouarch. Overwrought,
of
matters
to
fool
abundantso
aud
tress
she
had
Seeing
partaken
•mm an* heep· the promis·.
parts of bran to one part of corn and different, they must be kept in separate thought
remore moment
enclosures.
cob meal.—Cor. in Breeder's Qaxette.
ly of life's cup abruptly
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e toneui of reproaches sprang from
her lips.
"Why hne your majesty made war on
my lord? Why have you countenanced
hie enemies and harbored his murderere?" And then, drawing her flgc.-e to
ita full height, her tawny hair falling

In

cloud ah.
·.. v.·..
aire, i:iy k.ns
know how tj avenge my w:·
"lie
madaui," a·: ;vve:».i
cannot,
Charles coldly. "Thty me ai.· .1.·
u

•ure,

..

avenged."
"Already avenged!" «he exthrined
with he:* gaze upon the prost ate
pre.
"Ye», madam, for lie who hath In
Jured you has paid ti.e extreme pen

alty."

"He who was my husband has heen

to uic wbeu sleeping before tlie hunt*·
man's tin' in the solitudes of the forest,
ugtiin was reflected from the pages of
classic lore. She seemed a part of the
woods aud the streams, for by auclent
art had she u<»t beeu turned into trees
and runulng brooks? So she whispered
In the boughs and murmured among
the rushes. Mere Schwarnierei. Do
you care to hear? 'Tie the only defense
I can offer."
Her contemptuous blue eyes remained fliste ued on him. She disdained
to answer.
"It was a dreamer from brake anu
copse who went in the disguise of a
jester to l>e near lier, to win her for
himself—und then declare his indentity.
Well may you look scornful. lA>ve-it
is not such a romantic quality—at
tourt' A momentary pastime, perhaps,
but—a deep passion-a passion stronger than rank, than death, than all'

foully murdered!" she retorted \elie
menlly. "What had tlie Duke of l·'rie I
wald done to bring upon himself your
Aime the face of her whom lie admajesty's displeasure?"
dressed his glance rested upon Jacque"Nothing," answered the emperor
The princess
line. and he paused.
more gently.
could but note, and a derisive expres"Nothing! And yet he lies tl »viher

sion crept about
mouth.
dead!"
he
••Once I would have told you all.
"lie who lies before you is n.ii t »·«
resumed. "That uight when you were
duke, hut l.ouis of Ilochfeîs."
ladv "f the lists. Hut"—
"Ah." she eried excitedly, "Ι :»oe you
lie broke off abruptly, wishing to
have been listening to the fake f>.»l.
spare her the bitter memory of her
murderer!"
his
own acts. I>id she remember that day.
An expression of annoyance appearwhen she bad been .pu**" of the chaped on the emperor's face, lie liU·*»! not
let. when she had crowned him whom
to he crossed at any time by any one.
now death and dishonor bad over"You have well called him the false
taken?
"for
said
Charles
madam,"
eurtiy,
fool,
"The rest, madam, you know save
he is no true fool."
this" And. stooping, he picked up the
"And yet he rode with your tr » >p.<."
ornament that had dropped from Louis
"To redeem his honor, madam."
of Hoclifels' neck. "Here, princess. U
"His honor!"
He who
the miniature you sent me.
With it scornful face she approached
"bsed you 80 ill sloie it from
nearer to the monarch.
it ho recognized tb·
In Cod's name, what prison; through
"His honor!
fool for the duke; with an assassin s

Uj·

you?"

mean

"That the false fool, madam. Is himself the I)uke of Frledwald."
ΠΙΑΡΤΚΚ XXVII.
UK Duke of Fried wald!"
It was not the princess
who thus exclaimed, but
had
Charles
Jacqueline.
spoken loudly, and, drawn irresistibly
to the scene, she had caught his slgni tira nt words at the moment she recognized in his brave accouterments
him whom she bud known as the

mm

duke's fool.
When she had heard above the din of
the fray the cries with which the newcomer had been greeted, 110 suspicion of
his identity bad crossed her mind. She
had wondered, been puzzled at the unexpected appearance of Hobert, duke
of Frledwald, but that he and the ailand the same wa *
wide from her Held of speculation. In
ama/.emcnt she regarded the knight
who h:id turned tliu tide of coiiliict.
and then started, noticing- the colors lie
wore, a paltry yellow ribbon 011 liis
arm. the badge of her otilee. Much she

ing fool

were one

understood now appeared
plain—his assurance in Fools' hail, his
reckless daring, his skill with the
sword. He was a soldier, not a Jester;
a lord, not a lord's servant.
Lost in 110 less wonder, the princess
gaze-.l from the free baron to Charles
and back again to the lifeless form.
Sto •ping, she looked steadfastly into
the face as though she would read its
secret
Perhaps, too, as she studied
features piece by piece she
tuo:»c
patched together the scenes of the
bad

not

11
past. Her own countenance began
harden, as though some part of t'iat
mask of death had fallen upon her.
niu! when s tie glanced once more at
the emperor they saw she no longer
doubted. With forced self control she

blow he struck me down."
Λ moment he looked at that fair
painted semblance. Hid It reca Η the
H* face shotted
past too vividly?
His eye was
no pain, only tranquillity.
rather that of a connoisseur than a
lover, lie smiled gently, then held it

^Mechanically

she let the portrait slip
through her lingers, and It fell to tb·

moistened grass near the form of him
who had wielded her. 'Iheii she drew
back lier diess so that it mig-t no
touch the body at her feet.
"Have I your majesty s permission to
withdraw?" she said coldly.
-II· ν··ιι will not accept our poor escort tû the king," answered Charles.
Mv ladies and myself will .lisi»ense
much honor, sire." she rewith

turned.

"Such scr. ice as we can command
he reis at your disposal, madum.
'
"it is not far distant to the chateau,
sire."
Vs ν >11 will." s »id the emperor.
With no further word she bowed
··

deep!v. turm-1 and. slowly retracng

her su'l-s. iuur.nte.1 her horse an. l-de
away, tollowd by her maids and the
1 ranee.
trooiHTs
As she disappeared, without one
backward glance. the duke gazed quickly toward the t>|»o% where .lacquellw
He remembered
η standing
Lud ι
the vounv uirl had heard his story. He
bad caught her eyes upon him while

Uo v.,< telling it. Very deep, serious,
Were they
judicial, they
weighing hi past infatuation for the
princ es, h •'•'.ing the scales to

to

...·

ft,.

„,·

he turned to her now.

ν

clii.·

:

"il;

ret'iriud ami caroled
a clarifying me'«»dy

S

aniong" tl- «·«>« ·!.<·

explain?"

answered the emperor dryly.
'That thankless task I'll leave to him
who played the fool."
Uncovering, the Duke of Frledwald
approached. The excitement of t':c
contest over, l is pallid features mickc
the effects of his recent injuries, the
physical strain under which he h:d ia

"Nay,"

bjre.l.

Her cold eyes swept over Liili

haughtily, inquiringly.
"For the par.

I have

pl.-yed.

mad-

am," he said. "1 ask your forbearance.
If we both labored under a delu-'uii I
have only regret"—
"ltegret!" Was It an outburst of
grief or wounded pride? lie ;i.;s!ieJ.
but continued tlrmly:

"Madame la Princesse, when lirsl a
was proposed betwe« ο us I
was younger in experience if not in
years than I am now, more used to th:·
bivouac or hunters' camps than cjui»>.
And woman"—he smiled—"well, she
was a vague Ideal. At times she 1 au*

marriage

SHIED PIT LIFE"

—That's what a prominent
druggist said of Scott's
Emulsion a short time
we don't
ago. As a rule
testimonials
use or refer to

addressing the public,
but the above remark and

in

similar expressions are
made so often in connection with Scott's Emulsion
that they are worthy of
occasional note. F rom

infancy

Hi.

"So i: way a jest rests, not a princes*,
he said, half
you found, thou dreamer,"

ironlcail.Y.
"The daughter of the constable of
Duhrois. sire." was the reply.

"The fuuuly
Tlie euiperor nodded.
colors have changed." he observed d.y·

I}·

"With fortune, sire."

"Truly," said Charles, "fortune Is a
oa us
Jestre*s. She had like to play

this day. Hut your fever.'" he added
toabruptly, setting his horse's heud

ward ('«nip.
"Is «one, sire." answered the duke,
riding by his side.
"And your Injuries?"
"Were so slight they are forgotten."
"Then is the breath of battle bettor
In
medicine than nostrum or salve.
In age,
youth, 'tis the sword point;
Rut this
turn we to the hilt cross.
maid—have you won her?"
"Won
The young man changed color.
know
her. sireV" he replied. "That I
not. No word has passed."
"No word." said the emperor doubt·
"A knight errant and a castle-

Emulsion offers a reliable
means of remedying improper and weak development, restoring lost flesh
and vitality, and repairing
waste. The action of

ingly.

less maid!"
The duke vouchsafed no answer.
"Humph!" added Charles. 'Thus do
If you got
our plans come to naught.
her and wore her, what end would be

composition of the Emul
sion itself. What it docs
it does through nourishment—the kind of nourishment that cannot be obtained in

served ?"

No system is too weak or
delicate to retain Scott's
Emulsion and gather good
from it.

to the king."
"The king!"
tiercel v

a

(Tu

B« sur* that thil picture in th«
(arm of * Ubcl it on the wrapper
of i»ery buttle of Emulator! you

«Κ

exclaimed

the

duko

CONTDttnCDk]

The Xfhfmrri.

"Don't you sometimes think that you
are too much attached to money?"
"if
"No." answered Dustln Stax.
to pry a man
you knew all the schemes
loose from It you'd realize that he has

scon & BOWNE
Chemists
409 Pearl St., Ν. Y.
50c. aod $1; all

perhaps,

sire."
the monarch, "the
state and t1:e faith—what else is there?
ltut go your way. How smooth it may
be no man can tell."
"Is the road like to be rougher tha'.i
It has been, sire?"
"The maid lielongs to France." answered Charles, "and France beljiixs
"No end of state,

"Why," observed

ordinary food.

Te will tend you
sample int.

mm·

una.

to old age Scott's

Scott's Emulsion is no
more of a secret than the

lovlicil ut (lin' loir /mint· </
Un lu i:.

after ι lit* mad passions of the day. The
elder man iioUmI l li*· direction of the
duke's plante, the yellow ribbon on his

to be
Star.

druggists.

V.

ι

Swiii

"f

turned to the emperor.
"Doubtless it is some brave pastime,"
she said to v'harles. "Will your majes-

ty deign

is'-

at

it

closely attached."

Washington
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A

Editor· u4

FORBES,

Klrnt »aptl«tChurch. Bev. K.O.Taylor, paator
Preaching every Sun<lay at 10 45 A. M. Sun.lay
Sabbath livening Service at
School at 12 m.
Y. P. S. C. E. Tuesday evening.
7 :W r. *.
evening at 7 30. CoveThursday
Meeting
Prayer

ProprUtor*.

M. ATWOOD.

it BO KG Β

P»rls Hill.

AJ E. FOKBKS.

nant Meeting the last KrHay before the let
All not
Hundav of tne month at 2J0 r. M.
otherwise connected are contlally Invite·!.
I'ulvcreaiist t.nurch, Kev..). It. Llule, Paator.
I'rea.-lilng service everv Sunday at 10:43 k. M
SunJav School at U :4A A. M.

Tkkmb
$\ JO a year If pal<l strictly In advance.
Kberwtse $2.00 a year. Single copies 4 cent·.
—

AuvKKTiakitiuiT·:— All legal advertl^ments
are riven three connective insertions tor #1-51)
per Inch In length of column. Special contract»
made with local, transient and yearly advertis-

The Ladies' Universal ist Sewing Circle
lias been invited to meet with Miss
Elizabeth Eastman on Thursday afternoon uf this week at half past two.
On Friday afternoon, March 24, the
Ladies' Aid Society of the Baptist
church are invited to meet in Cummings
Hall. AH come prepared to sew. Work
will be furnished. A full attendance is
desired.
Kev. E. O. Taylor and son went to
Boston last week where they will reMrs. Taylor is in
in.un for two weeks.
Portland during their absence.
Kev. E. S. Cottou of Norway occupied
the pulpit at the Baptist church last
Sunday in the absence of the pastor.
Wanted:—A furnished house at Paris
Hill for small family for the coming
For particulars inquire of
summer.
George M. Atwood.

er·.

Sew type, fa·» presse·, steam
Job faurrixe
power. ex|*r1enced workmen and 'ow prices
combine to make this department of our bust
ne·· complete and popular.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Ji*) Farms for Sale.
American Field ami Hog Fence
Ladv Washington.
stylish Neckwear.
Mr. J. .Jacques.
Mrs. Ε A. How··
Wanted
Violins for Sale.
A New Galvanbed Tub.
statement of tr>e .-Etna ludeuinlty
A True Appetizer and Tonic.
What I* Catarrh?
Souvenir Postal Cards.

Company.

Wanted.

Fur Sale.
Drill Wei!· for your

Neighbors.

Maine News Notes.

I

South Woodstock

Crosby Curtis passed away on SaturFuneral services were
Governor Cobb has nominated George day, the Uth.
E. Morrison of Saco us state inspector of held at the house on Monday conducted
workshops, factories, mines and quar- by Kev. 1). F. Nelson of West Paris.
ries, vice Charles E. At wood, resigned. Uncle Crosby, as we always called him,
He
was past ninety-four years of age.
Perseverance pays—in proof of which was born iu 1S11 in a
bouse on the
log
who
note the cose of that Newport man
same place where he has always lived.
was elected selectman this year, after His wife was
Mary Payne, born in 1*12.
17
at
candidate
being an unsuccessful
being one year younger. She died in
annual
town
successive
meetings.
the summer of 11*01 at the age of eightyt>8
Mayor Purinton of Waterville, who is nine years. They hat! been married
years at the time of her death in 11Ό1.
a well known temperance worker, is takfaithful
and
been
earnest
ing vigorous measures to stop the sale of They had
church for
liquor in that city. The city council has members of the Methodist
They had
over t>4 years when she died.
also abolished the city liquor agency.
six children, three sons and three dauehlast
some
surprise
Bangor created
tcrs, of whi'iu two sons and one daughter
week by electing a Democratic mayor, are now
living.
and Democratic aldermen in tive of the
When they came to bo somewhat adIt is the first time Bangor vanced in
seven wards.
years their daughter Matilda,
has had a full Democratic city govern- who married Thomas
Lurvey, came to
men' for over fifty years.
live with them and care for them. Mrs.
Frauk Foster, aged 33, single, of Au- Lurvey died a few years before her
the care of Mr. Curtis
gusta. was fatally injured Sunday, the mother, leaving
12th, in the Maine Central western yard >n her husband, Thomas Lurvey, and
He was struck by a freight riifht nobly has he performed his duties.
at Bangor.
His housekeeper for some years has been
car which passed over his leg and thigh.
He died in the hospital several hours Miss Nellie Bickuell. and no own son
and daughter could have cared for a falater.
ther mote tenderly than they have for
York
New
An Augusta special says
Uncle Crosby.
May heaven's choicest
cousolidaa
for
the
have
scheme
parties
blessings rest upon tbem both, is the
tion of the electric railways in Maine. wish of their
neighbors.
interAn interested person who was
We think we can say without fear of
viewed said it was not expected that the contradiction that Uncle Crosby and
Portland Railway Company could be Aunt Mary, by which titles they were
secured.
This
always called, had no enemies.
Biddeford Journal: The recent "re- can be said of but few people iu this
vival" of the gold mining craze in Maiue world even among the very best. The
is not likely to seriously affect the example of such exemplary Christians
balance of the financial world. Maine wi'l tell in a community for years.
has a gold mine in her natural resources,
West Sumner.
but stamp mills and amalgamating
deal of sickness in our village
A
in
needed
great
are
not
raking
together
plants
Not a house but some one
at present.
the profits.
in it is ill. For the most part people are
Andrew S. Goodwin of Gardiner was on the
mending hand, but many remain
accidentally shot and fatally injured quite ill.
Thursday by the unexpected discharge
Clayton Lothrop has a new graphoof a gun carried by Carney Robinson, a
phone.
The
15
of
boys
age.
years
companion,
Miss Emily Tuell is at home from
were hunting in the Thurlow woods at
Gould Academy, Bethel, spending her
Robinson, who was vacation with her
South Gardiner.
parents, Mr. and Mrs.
walking slightly in advance of the other, E. S. Tuell.
carried a double barrelled shot gun,
Death has again visited our little vilwhich, without warning, was discharged. lage. Mrs. Eliza Field, wife of Mr.
The charge of shot eutered the right Charles W. Field,
passed away early
side of Goodwiu, who died twenty
Sunday morning, March 12, after a short
minutes later.
illness of pneumonia. Funeral service
held on Wednesday, March 15, Kev. Mr.
rue
Rumford Falls Train Service.
Athearn of Bncktielil officiating.
Extra train service on the Portland many floral tributes were silent remindand Rumford Fails Railway the coming ers of the love anil esteem many frit-nils
bore for her. Mr. Field himself lies
season.
Connections given with early morning critically ill, but hopes are entertained
train to Boston and returning by train that he may recover, lie has a trained
that leaves Portland about 5 r. M., also uurse from Lewiston.
Most of the%i< k ones id our village
the same service with Lewiston.
Tho Democrat understands that the are recovering slowly.
The Royal Co., No. 7, gave their linal
management of the Portland and Kumhere on Monday last.
ford Falls Railway have decided to extend entertaiuinent
the train service which now runs to Me- Die silver ice pitcher was won by Mrs.
chanic Falls in the evening and returns Krtie L. Bouncy of Sumner.
Mrs. G. II. Packard was called to
to Lewiston in the early morning, to
Rumford Falls, commencing with the East Sumner by the severe illness of her
change of time the latter part of May sister and husband, Mr. aud Mrs. Clinton
and continuing through the summer sea- Buck, ^lie will remain with them a few
This will give three days.
son till October 1st.
moved back to
Mrs. Denham has
passenger trains each day of the week,
and enable the patrons along the line to Woodstock.
Theannnal meeting of stockholders of
spend a whole day in either city.
hitherto been in Pleasant Pond Telephone Co. is appointThis service has
existence only ou Saturdays, but it is ed on March 20, 1!HX>.
Mr. Rodney Chandler had a telephone
proposed to make a trial of it the presThe put in his house one day this week.
ent season as a regular train.
management are doubtful whether this
East Waterford.
service will in point of fact increase the
travel but they know that it will be a
Born the 14th, to the wife of Merton
great accommodation to the traveling Young, a daughter.
Sheriff Β. G. Mclutire is in attendance
public and are going to try it. If it
could be demonstrated that this service at court at South Paris. Mrs. Mclutire
would pay expenses the management is with her parents iu Norway meanwould be pleased to make it a regular time.
train throughout the year. The railroad
Justin Ε Mclutire is in Norway and
company feel that their success hereto- South Paris for a few days.
fore. both iu passenger and freight busiwife came from
Altou Ames and
ness, has been due to their efforts iu Meddybcmps Monday.
They will make
reaching out to accommodate the busi- their home at the farm on Temple Hill.
in
all
the
ness of their patrons
Walter Whitman has hired the Work
villages
and towus along the line of the road.
farm in Oxford for a year. He moved
there the 6th.
Maude, Charlie aud Roland Mixer
Farmers' Institutes.
have returned to Norway after spending
The first series of farmers' institutes
their vacation with their grandmother,
for the year IINX) will be held iu Oxford,
Mrs Martha Pride.
Cumberland
and
counties,
Androscoggin
Miss Bertha Miller is home from
March
21st.
Tuesday,
beginning
Sabatis lor a fortnight.
beeu
have
completed
fully
Arrangements
Miss Louise M. Brown has beeu apfor the institutes iu Oxford and Atulrospointed
superintendent of schools.
as
which
will
be
held
counties,
coggiu
Miss Helen M. Sanderson goes to
follows:
Orange Hall, South Paris.
Limerick Saturday to spend Sunday
Tuesday, March 21st, at lo:30 a. m. and with her brother
and sister, after which
1:30 p.m.; Orange Hall, South Water>he goes to the Central Maine General
ford, Wednesday, March 22d. at 10::»U a.
to train for a nurse.
m
and 1:30 i>. m.; Orange Hall, Canton, Hospital
Thursday, March 23d, at 1:30 and 7:30
Hast Sumner.
F. m ; Excelsior Orange Hall, Poland,
Sickness
still
continues.
Norland
Orauge
Friday. March 24th,
Examinations of school teachers will
Hall. K.ixt Livermore, Saturday, March
occur at the school house. East Sumner,
2.*>tli, and Orange Hall, Wales, Monday,
March 27th, at 10:30 A. M. and 1:30 l'. M. on Wednesday. March 29.
Circle dinner at the vestry March 2t>.
The followiug distinguished speakers
A few wood and longing teams are still
from out of the state are expected to be
on the road, hut most of them haveijuit.
present: Prof. J. W. Sanborn, OilmanMrs. Emogene Willey has ^oue^ to
ton, Χ. II., C. D. Richardson, West
Brooklield, Mass., and H. O. Hadley, Massachusetts for a vacation. She has
been caring for her brother, Abel S.
Temple, X H. The meetings will also
be addressed by some of our best Maine Ileald, for a long time and needed rest.
Mr. Heald is still in a most pitiable conspeakers.
confined in one positiou to his
Among the subjects to be discussed dition.
the
are the following:
Dairying: Fruit Cul- bed aud enduring pain nearly all
ture; Sheep Husbandry; Poultry Grow- time.
We are assured of additional ρ asseoing; Insect Pests: The New Agriculture:
ir er train service this season on the I*.
Mixed Farming.
This series of institutes promises to be & R. F. liue, which will please everyone of much interest, aud it is
hoped body.
that all farmers aud those interested in
Denmark.
farming within reach of these meetings
About 4"» members of Julian Lodge.
will endeavor to attend.
I. Ο. Ο. Κ., K. D., were entertained by
Here and There.
The

London

Lancet

bu»

made the

startling discovery that the vermiform
appendix has certain definite functions.
3Vhy, yes, certainly. AU the world
knew that. It furnishes
for the surgeons.

employment

In an address at a recent reception,
Andrew Carnegie struck this keynote:
"There is not much ia dollars if you do
not become attracted to your fellows."
It must be nice to be rich enough so
you can afford to talk like that.
"A watch taken to the top of Mont
Blanc will gain thirty-six seconds in
twenty-four hours," nays a scientific
item. Many a man has a watch that
will gain more than that without going
in sight of Mont Blanc.
The "yellow peril" is beginning to
worry some people in America, as it has
worried Russia for so long. Japan has
indeed proved itself a power to be
reckoned with in the affairs of the world,
but to see in its success any menace to
the other nations or to European civilization requires a clearer vision than is
possessed by the average man. Pear is
expressed that Japan may acquire a
"swelled bead." Are we judging her
by what we think might happen to us as
a nation under similar circumstances?
The way in which the newspapers are
jumping on Dr. Osier demonstrates

conclusively that there are a large number of editor· over forty yean of age.

Weft Paris.
Two of the aged residents of Curtis
Hill died within a day or two of each
other last week. Crosby Curtis died at
the ripe old age of 94, on Saturday,
March 11, at the home of Ο. T. Lurvey.
A sketch of him appears elsewhere.
Chester D. Fickett, who lived about a
mile above our village, died at his home
For some time
on Monday, March 18.
he has been in failing health and has
for
been faithfully cared
by his sou
C'barles who lived with him. Through
the winter his sister, Mrs. Betsy Curtis,
has often been with him and his daughter Ellen was at home for several days
before his deatlu He was the son of
Simon and Ruth (Chase) Fickett and was
born in Woodstock March 31, 182C. He
was married in 1S51 to Eliza J. Felt,
who died many years ago. He had four
children, two sons, Charles Α., who has
always lived on the homestead; Simon
Α., who lived for many years in this
placevand now resides at Rumford Falls;
and two daughters, the elder, Eliza E.,
who died when about 1β years of age,
and, Ellen, who married Henry Z.
Perkins and lives at South Paris. He
leaves also two sisters, Mrs. Betsy Curtis,
widow of Simeon Curtis, and Mrs. Hanuibal Curtis of this place, also oue brother,
Mr. P. C. Fickett, postmaster here. The
funeral services were held here at the
Baptist church, of which society he was
a member, on Wednesday of last week at
West Paris lodge of Odd
1 o'clock p. m.
Fellows had charge of the service. Mr.
Fickett was also a member of Franklin
Grange at Bryant's Pond. Rev. D. F.
Nelson officiated at the funeral service,
which was quite largely attended, and a
choir rendered appropriate music. There
were
beautiful tiowers furnished by

relatives.

Onward Rebekah Lodge from time to
time still continues to have quite an addition of new members.
Tuesday evening of last week at a spécial meeting appointed for that purpose seven persons
A
were given the Rebekah degree.
large number were present and a short
entertainment was provided and refreshments served.
In the recent c>utest in West Paris
(irange both sides made a good showing
and the side with Mrs. Chas. F. Barden
as cap'aiu won by a handsome majority.
It is not yet decided when the defeated
side will furnish their dinner.
Mrs. Caleb Fuller has been in poor
health for some time.
Rev. A. J. Parker will deliver a lecture
on "Travels and Adventures in India"
Wednesday, March 22d, in behalf of
foreigu missions, at the Baptist church.
All are cordially invited to be present.
Mr. Parker's personal experience in that
country will make the lecture doubly

interesting.

chosen Superintendent of Schools, a position he has successfully filled for

ββνβφΐ years.

Wednesday evening

a

concert

Thomas S. Bridgbam, Esq., went by
train Tuesday, not being able to ride
icrose country.

Alfred Mor*e.
Solo—Chanson Provençale
Anna May Somervllle.

Duet,

Del

Acqua.

Selected.

Mrs Fo-ter and Ml«e Andrews.
Recitation—The WhlrtUn* Regiment,
Alfred Morse.
Selected.
Solo
Dr. I. H. Wight.
Selected.
Solo
Jane Howard Gtb*on.
Recitation—The Negro Funeral,
Alfred Morse.
Solo—
Hawley.
(») The Ring
(b) Dear I.ove, when In Thine Arms I Lie,

Is not

The society will meet
up the study of Japan.

monthly

and take

Hebron.
Miss Margaret Heald and Miss Althea
Stetson of West Sumner visited Miss
Maidie Moody last week.
The entertainment by the ladies of
llebrou
Grange last Friday evening,
"The new womeu's reform club" was
enjoyed by all present and was a success

financially.

The ladies' circle gave a supper and
cntertainmeut Tuesday evening with a
large attendance.
Mrs. J. C. Donham got home from
Auburn Tuesday.
The funeral of Mrs. Azol K. Bumpus
of Norway will be
hero to-morrow.
Mrs. Bumpus was for many years a resident of llebrou and justly respected by
all who knew her.
Crows are quite plenty but no sap
weatlu-r yet.
The suow is settling fast,
but it is some ways to bare ground.
West Buckfield.
Miss Mary Farrar came up from Auburn Sunday and returned Monday.
O. D. Warren called at Harry Buck's
Mrs. Warren came
Saturday night.
down Saturday afternoon. They have
about three weeks more to stay at East
Sumner, then they move on to their farm.
lrvin Smith and Gus Smith and John
Flagg are at work for Charles Lowe ou
'lie I'arris lot.
Mrs. I'arris came up from Bath receutly to visit her daughter, Mrs. Lucy Bonuey.
Mrs. Emma Bonney has returned from
Buckiicld. Her daughter, Mrs. D. W.
Emery, has a little son.
Harry Harlow has been at home.
Leslie Cummings' baby is gaining.
Miss Jennie Bonney is at homo from

Norway.

Ullead.
Mrs. Melissa Bennett of Norway was
at Cloverdale Farm Saturday, retumiug

health this winter.

in town. lie was looking quite
fleshy, but not so lithe as a football expert. He rather chides John for making
Paul, since Paul has been dead
| fun oftime.
was

some

Monday evenhanging lamp.
ing from the tipping
It was extinguished with hand grenadee.
| Mr. Nulty, the landlord, cut and burned
his hand considerably.
Hotel Long got

a scare
of a

If this weather holds farmers will have
a short run of West India snp.
A pretty good pine that, drawn to
Chadwlck. Irish Bros.' mill by Everett Conant. It
Nevln. came from Albert Merrill's farm.
It
(r) The Mghtlugale'* Souk
Anna May Somervllle.
scaled 2036 feet. Sold to Irish Bros, for
llecltatlon—How Ruhv Played the Piano,
«50.
Alfred Morse.
Abt.
Qusrlet—The Violet's Fate
Mrs. Ellis Marston and son of Auburn
MissesUlbson and Andrews,
are visiting Mrs. Marston's parents, Mr.
Meesr*. Wight and Dennleon.
and Mrs. Win. Irish. Mr. Irish has been
Miss Somerville made her first appearquite ill and is now improving.
ance in Bethel but all hope to bear lier
Harry Bridgbam, from the West, is
has
she
a
clear
soprano visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Thos.
again,
very
voice well cultivated and very flexible S.
Bridgham, who have been ill but are
and full of promise for a brilliant future. now convalescent.
Her ease of manner on the stage coupled
Geo. A. Allen of Auburn, the man who
with her talent won her the admiration ruus the society with the long name,
of all. Mr. Alfred Morse of South Paris was a guest at Hotel Long Thursday,
gave his readings in his own inimitable stopping over night.
style and is always welcome as an enterC. S. Childe is finishing a rent over his
tainer to an audience here, and most meat market. Ed Phinney is doing the
degenerously responded to repeated
work.
uands for a return. Bethel is always
Geo. R. Holland has got settled on his
to
her
local
and
the
talent
loyal
applause place since leaving the town farm. He
showed this concert to be no exception. has had three terms running the farm,
Miss Elsie Hall as accompanist and piano in all fifteen years.
soloist was worthy the praise she always
Our new sheriff is hardly a success as
wine. The League is to be congratulat- a nurse. Out of a family of fifteen pigs
ed upon giving the people an evening of he saved three.
real enjoyment of a high class order.

Thursday morning

our

community

saddened and shocked to hear the
news from the sick room that two of our
much esteemed ladies were critically
ill with pneumonia.
Miss Alice Wright
• if Portland who
has spent some time in
liethel, decided a year ago to make her
home here, and erectei a beautiful
house at the head of Broad Street which
she has occupied but a short time. Her
cousin, Mrs. Gertz, had but recently
come to live with her, and was taken ill
only last Sunday, and Miss Wright was
taken ill Tuesday with pneumonia, and
Thursday both passed away within an
hour. Miss Wright had won very many
friends here and the whole community
feels a personal sense of loss. Both
ladies were taken to Portland for interwas
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! NOTICE !

AT THE PHARMACIES OF

F. A.SHURTLEFF& CO.

C. A. Grover has finished drawing
for F. E. Bean, and is helping

Barker on his spruce.
Amos L. Bean has put over 80 cords
m to the landing from the late Leonard
farm with one pair of light
: /ummings
! torses since Jan. 1st. Not a bad showJ Sben

j

Miss Nina

)

Bean,

who

has been
(siting her brother Herbert in Lewison, is expected home to-night (Thurs·

lay.)

F.
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Money Saved!
Bring me all you* old glasses that

of no

they

equipped

i am well

♦

£

use

are

glasses.

Kor

a

Short Time.

Keiunded.

Bolster & Co,

to double the floor space their

Wall Paper and
Curtain Department

Carpet

Crystalline

Difficult Cases Solicited.

Kmbrace this

Eyes

appliances to determin»*
glasses will lit you with the

opportunity

Lens at Half Price
Satisfaction^Guaranteed

and save your

tested and fitted at your home.

sight.
Drop

a

postal

or

Eye Refractionist,

DR. A. DeWITT l'A RM ENTER,

MorrUl Studio, Norway, Maluo.
<>f tl·^
Boston, M:u»s. Scientific and Practical Optician. Graduate

of

15 years practical
Consultation and advice free.

Philadelphia Optical College;

A.11 Kinds of

We

are

Optical Repair

pleased

to

announce

to our

experience.

Worli. Clionp.

patrons that

we

have secuted the services of

MISS ANNA CALDEN,
ol New
who has been with
will

give

us

YorK,

for two seasons and

who

free lessons in all kinds of

Art Needlework,
with purchase of material at our store.

On March 23, 24 and 25.
MRS. E. A. HOWE,

ever
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Square,
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®ears th0

~

JÉâ

M<m» y

to

and will show March 1st the
largest and best stock we have

carried.

are

to you, I will allow you whit
worth in fxchange for new

with tlie latent instruments and

Best French

Formorly

improving and enlarging

ι

/Vfalno.

ulsteis at several

coats and

Many

price.

fate

same

$iS

weeks' time.

Dayton
Are

Call

Worway,

correct any defect of the eye, and .should you need

*

low.

Suits and Overcoats

Examinations Free

Norway

STORE.
art·

NT. FAVOR,

and odds and

in 4

CO.

Collar

a

HARNESS

Ol *£ain St.,

TILL

Next visit to

A
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The school committee met last Saturday at the town house and made
unanimous choice of A. G. Bean as
superintendent of schools for the eu-

! pruce

Dog

All examinations made
Come and
in a dark room.
learn what SKILL, THOROUGH KNOWLEDGE and
SCIENCE can do.

much skill.

others with six
! itoneham and several,
He makes a rush
lorses hauling ice.
vhen he moves.

A.

I make the most of my best grade collars.
and have \our dog measur d for a collar.

SATURDAY, MAR. 25.

Ν.

the schools for the year.
H. G. McNally, who has been at N. C.
Moore's the past winter, has moved
lown on to his farm.
Abel Andrews has Will Grover from

F.

CO

Your

Buy

WEDNESDAY, MAR, 22

Herbert Holt of Norway was at Hunt's
Corner one day last week calling on Mr.
Cummings (the postmaster) and his
family. He brought some pictures that
he had previously taken of the late Dea.
Love joy house. They are fine and show

:o

&.
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Beal's Hotel,

bany.

—

A.

F.

! Maine.

]

2 Stores,

the

promptly

\

WE GUARANTEE IT. Your money refunded if it «Iocs
L «rge bottles 75 cents.
not give satisfaction.

weather in which to

be attended.

Alterative. Tonic

getahle Kingdom.

of the V·

best results.

AT

COUNTRY CALLS will

!

WE PREPARE IT OURSELVES and know it contains
these drugs combined in the proper manner to produce the

NORWA

*

The school committee will meet at
the town house Saturday, the 18th, to
Unisli making arrangements in regard

approved

most

Purifying Drugs

and Blood

Celery

Extract of

IT IS MADE UP OF the

dollars (>tV in

6:15-9:30.

«nrBTLKFK A CO.

A.

UNEQUALLED

IB

WILL BE IN'

Alder brook in Greenwood, to be driven
There will be
to the Androscoggin.
several hundred cords taken from Al-

railroad.

F.

CO.

Compound

Mr. J. Jacques

2-5:30,

buy.

NORWAY.

FOR A SPRING TONIC OUR

I have all

Leading
Eye Specialist

The pulp teams are up early these
mornings, pushing hard to «complete
their jobs of hauling spruce pulp to

Will McNally is moving back on to
his farm, having given up his job on tho

No harm if you don't

Γ .Γ

TUCKER

Maine's

Albany.

juing year.

spring

styles.

OnUKTLEFF A.

.αλλ.-.ΛΛΑ.'ιΑ/,Α.')*

9:30-12:30,

to

please

just

the

see
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The/Etna Indemnity Comp

\

tailor

experienced help

Kuppenheimer

SOUTH PARIS.

■·

—

to lit

a

F. H. NOYES CO.,

.«

Bethel and Mechanic Falls.

t a suit

We have

make any changes free of cost to \uu.
is supe- We sell only the leading makes that
Like
seasons. have been tested for years.

glad

positive

interesting.

ί

previous

Thumlay

miles away, in
mill boys and
ten minutes the spool
some others were on the spot, and succeeded in saving the house. Richard
Cole, being in very feeble health, was
much prostrated the next day, but has
recovered and is about as usual at presFrank Sweetsir, Albert Ruse and
ent
Alton Bacon are repairing the damaged
roof.
There will be a concert and dauce at
Dudley's Opera House, March 22d, under
the auspices of the Base Ball Association. Music by Chase's orchestra of
Dixfield. Floor manager, G. L. Stephens;
aids, Dell Cole, Albert Bowker, Tom
Hastings, Fred Chandler, W. Crockett.
Supper of oysters and pastry will be
served in the hall below. Ualf rates on
the railroad will be obtained between

war

vint

coats are cut a

tailoring

The

those of

suits

Β
& Co.,
We haven't the chance to tell you
A B. Kirschliaum & Co
titer a few days use of this treatment
stores
our
tliein here but call at
lie majority of these symptoms will about
Thompson A: Snow Co.
In a few weeks the
nave disappeared.
to show
and we shall be vet y
;uro will he complete.
Undoubtedly our competitors will
we can
Catarrh or catarrhal cohis cannot exist you. We are
use you well, but WC brlieve we tan
tvhen Hyomei is used. This is a trong
what excel them. Give us a chance this
Co. you.
If we do not have
statement, but F. A. ShurtlcfT A
emphasize it by agreeing to refund your
to try.
cure.
you want will get it for you.
money if Ilyomei does not

Tenney,

Mr. Jacob Colby died Tuesday morning after a long and lingering sickness.
School institute watt bold He leaves a wife and a number of chilWednes- dren.
Oxford.

Ml

coat.

longer.

rior to

and

the single

mvftfr

men

breasted

1

You

you.

and eider-

aged

our

all new,
barely a
left from last season.

appearance.

Middle
Iν

BECAUSE

are

very snappy and

a

%t\ lish

•espiratory organs, enrich and purify
;he blood with additional ozone, and

Ne wry.

two

to come to us.

they

men

young

to

your ae well as our nilsfortune if you should fail

On

season

like

not

have you forget us. We
feel positive it would be

jiefer the double breast-

disease, de- little
life in the I

Oculist,

was

We would

breasted

single

mixtures, plaid*,
>lues, grays, and blacks.
Young men seem to

ing
rough worse nights ami
mornings
!os« lu vital force

ixpectoratlng rellow

Them?

^eat

utti
formation of cruets In
the nose
dryness of the throat
In the morning
loss of strength
spasms of coughing
cough short and Hack-

throat

awklng to clear the

are

To Be?

ind double breasted coats,

aching of the b«dy
droppings in the throat 1
mouth open while s'eep
Ing
tickling bock of the pi!·

of the

head
jndoncy ti take cold
urulng palii In the

with
are
Everett Pierce's family
Everett's parents while he is arranging
lis home for them in Connecticut.

rhere

huttklness of voice
•Mechanic fr >m the nose
stoppage of the nose at
nlirht

(Tensive breath
ryness or the nose
atn acroe? the eyes
aln In back of the

Where Are You
Going To Get

They

A/hat Are

Mr. De Long, a native of Nova Scotia,
lied of pneumonia at the residence of
iV. B. Wight, Saturday, March 11th.
His brother at home was notified and
;ame to Newry to convoy the remains
is soon as possible back to the friends,
who will be bo grieved at his death so
far away.
A goodly number of the members of
Bear River Grange visited Alder River
Dr. Austin
Grange at East Bethel, Thursday, March
a
and
passed delightful evening.
1U,
Mrs. Mary Foster and daughter, May,
are visiting Mrs. John Dailey in Gorham.
Mrs. Martha Littleliale has been cjulte
Bryant's Pond.
ill from heart trouble of late, but is
Miss Ethel Ford went to Lewiston much better now. Her daughters from
Tuesday to attend the lecture by Rev. Berlin, Ν. H., have visited her lately.
Mrs. M. L. Thurston has just returned
Curtis P. Coe.
will he at Elm House, Norway.
Sidney Perham has gone to Massa- from a visit to her daughter, Mrs. Ktlie
I
Stevens, at Lewiston.
Feh. 2, and 1st
chusetts to work.
Thursday,
W. W. Kilgore has his winter's job of each
Miss Helen Cushman lias returned
Office
month.
following
home from Rumford Falls, where she nearly compleied and will soon move his
hours, 10:30 a m. to 4 p. M.
crew out if the woods.
lias been visiting for some weeks.
Eyes Examined free.
Miss Eva McAllister is at Lewiston
The prize coon story of the season
visiting at the home of Rev. E. A. Davis.
from Stillwater, and it cannot be
John Howe had a horse killed by the comes
doubted, as the man has the coon's head
PARKF.R'S
cars Saturday.
H AI a ô Al. S ΑΓ.*
Franklin Grange will present- the to show for it. While John Pooler was
CTctniri ®»*ί Η· uilifur.·» t-'.ΰ ht!.*· I
with
crosssome
firewood
a
l*roi ici a luxuriant ç:< * t
drama, "Clarindie Cackler's Courtship" working up
Nr·.·:*· J?AiU to Heater* Gt."
he was startled to find his saw
at their hall, Monday evening, March 20, cut saw,
3tair to ltd Youthial Jr.!".··
Ιί I
C
suddenly become bloody. Upon furto be followed by a sociable.
found
Mr.
Pooler
ther
of
investigation
Grand
Master
Dyer
District Deputy
Buckfield made an official visit to Jeffer- that he had sawed through the backbone
had crawled into
son Lodge, F. & A. M.,
Tuesday night. of a big coon, which
the winter. Tho coon
The 30th anniversary of Franklin the log to spend
ny,
he
was
killed
before
waked, and Mr.
Urange was ousurveu on nniuruajr, aim.
of Ilnrlforil, Connecticut.
a
with
entertained
the
Pooler
neighbors
11, and was largely attended, most of
As ets Dec. 31, 11*14.
the charter members who are living be- coon dinner.
♦ •Κ^ί,Ι'ίί'81
Stocks and Bonds
227,3^125
ing present. The speaker of the day was
It is interesting to a great many Maine Cash In Office and Hank
13!t,.V»$fl2
C. F. Stetson of Greene, who gave a very
Balances,
Agents'
to know that Miss Annie Crosby
people
3.7.VSS6
and
U-nts,
Interest
pleasing address, which received close Emery, dean of the women's college at All
43312
Assets
other
was
and
all
attention from
present,
Brown university, will resign at tho end
made
2»!i I
973
were
Remarks
t
r-iross Atstts
greatly enjoyed.
of the present academic year on account
40,324 64
by Benj. Davis and B. C. Churchill of of her marriage which will occur this Dedu t Items not admitted,
West Paris, charter members of Franklin
♦ 932,940 92
Admitted Assets
Miss Emery is one of the best
season.
Grange, who have always retained their known women in American colloges.
I.Ubllllles Dec. 31, 1
also
remarks
were
There
membership.
i IOO.OOO 00
She is the daughter of Hon. Lucilius A. Contingent Fund
3 I, ISS 7s
from other charter members, and some
of the Maine Supreme Court and Net Unpaid Losfcs,
Emery
2T« 772 1-7
Unearned Premiums
recitations and music. A fine dinner of the sister of Prof. H. C.
who was All other Liabilities
17
30,577
Emery
oysters and pastry was eerved at noon.
374,'.kll *2
recently called from the Bowdoin Cash Capital, all Liabilities
Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Q. Perham have
111,504 Us
over
Surplus
of
to
that
Yale.
returned from their Washington trip, faculty
$ 932,Mo 92
Total Liabilities and urplus
and report a very enjoyable time.
WAI.TER L. liKIV, Agent,
All kinds of optical repair work cheap
The farm house of Harry D. Cole
South Paris, Maine.
Head my ad.
caus- at Dr. Parmenter's.
fire in the roof on

although the fire

Spring Clothes.

Hyomei cures catarrh by the simple
lethod of breathing it into the air paraIt kills the germs of
a ges and lungs.
soothes
t lie catarrhal poison, heals and
enters
t lie irritated mucous mombrane,
the
t lie blood with the oxygen and kills
< Itcctually driving
g erms present there,
t lis disease from the system.
If you have any of the following sympt )ms, catarrhal germs are at work someMarch half gone. It's
of the I
ν where in the mucous membrane
tissues imc to think about it.
E ose, throat, bronchial tubes or
n

cf

Ν

BLUE STORE8.

DIS-

AND

AGKKEABLE DISEASE.

S'orway.

The Christian Endeavor met at the
home of Mrs. Agnes Brooks this week.
Mr. and Mrs. John Welch were the
guests of her people, Mr. and Mrs. Frauk
eaves.
from Saturday until Sunday.
It was a loud call from the fire-fiend, Cushman,
Horatio Houghton is still failing.
and had it not been for the telepone
Dr. Buck of South Paris is stopping
above mentioned, not only the house
one day in the month at the Glen
but also the two ells, one connected at
Mountain House to do dental work.
each end, must have all gone together.
Postmaster Bowker has had a touch of
How the fire originated is a mystery;
the grippe this week.
the chimney burned out only two weeks
previous and no unsound place can be
West Bethel.
found in it.
"Old Shepherd Winter, bent and ill,
During the conflict with the tire Dea.
Still drives hie white flock* o'er the hill
R. L. Cole was conveyed to Newton
And through the meadows dreary,
And the bold north wind at hi· heels,
Bryant's and subsequently to the home
Upon 111* noisy trumpet pcale.
of his son, Frank 1'. Cole, of Woodstock.
Til! all the world Is we try.
Mr. Cole's house is insured in the grange
The blue bird has not shown hie wing,
and Alton bacon is now at work there
Nor any sweet voice mentioned spring,
on repairs.
Nor ralne of blossoms bubbled;
The southern breezes that love leaves
Pearle Whitman has finished hauling
Ai» fluttering over far off eaves.
timber for Herbert Ring and returned
The skies look dim anil troubled."
home Wednesday. Herbert is the next
Spring begins next Tuesday.
man to be inquiring after hay, and if the
Lumbering operations are nearly over.
weather holds out like this till the 20th
March has given us a number of beauof May, there will be a premuim on that
i tiful days.
kind of produce.
The season of frozen aqueducts and
I. W. Swan has finished up his work
with A. K. Ilicks at Locke's Mills and dry wells will soon be gone.
The Lenten season reminds us that
moved in with his sou-in-law, Daniel
Faster cannot be far away.
Cole, at the Center.
Preparations are being made for drivMiss Mary Brooke has gone to work
for a Mrs. G rover at West Bethel, but ing lumber down Pleasant River.
Charles P. Saunders left town last
intends to resume work in the Bethel
chair factory wheu her services aro week to visit his parents in New Brunswick.
needed.
Mrs. Delia T. Murphy is selling flavorJohn Hicks, now stopping with Mr.
Wnterhouse at Bryant's Pond, has be- ing powders for Peterson & Co., Chicacame superannuated, being well along in go.
Mrs. Amanda Walker has moved from
t ho eighties.
He has been a tine carpenter in his day; but having no further use Northwest Bethel to the home of hor
fur them has sold his chest of tools to son Horace on Flat Street.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert E. Mason and
Floyd Morgan, who is quite handy at
two youngest children of Portland visitiliat kind of work.
John Tibbetts, a former resident of ed lelatives and friends here last week.
this town, died in East Bethel last SunBrownfield.
day; funeral and burial at Locke's Mills
Mrs. A. S.
the following Tuesday.
Tho snow in sluwly disappearing.
Brooks, his daughter-in-law, did not get
Kov. Mr. Hoyt, Ûniversalist, is holdtho curd announcing his death and
ing a neries of meetings assisted by Prof.
funeral until both were past, which she
Walter, a noted singer. The meetings
very much regretted.
are well attended and

A Sunday
at the Congregationalist chapel
Mr. J. W. Bennett at last account reday afternoon and evening. H. £. Lufmained about the same.
kiu, general secretary, gave an addrese
Mrs. Almira A. Rowe of Winchester, in the
evening.
Mass., is stopping with friends in town.
A large delegation from Oxford Grange
Silver Lodge, No. li>, Thursday evening.
Mr. T. G. Lary was in Bethel Monday visited the
Grange at Otisfleld Gore
A baked beau supper at 0 o'clock aud an on business.
and report a very
evening
Saturday
at
10::H)
ι»,
m.
a
;
pleasvery
oyster supper
Miss May Walker of Gorham, Ν. II.',
and interesting meeting.
pleasant
ant and enjoyable evening was passed.
came to the band reception Saturday.
Wni. Bumpus lias Bold hie bouse to
The funeral of Mrs. Foster Trumbull There was a
largo attendance.
Mrs. Albee.
wan held in the church Tuesday at 1
p.
Geo. llawkes and Charles Andrews
34., Kev. Mr. Hoyt of Hiram officiating.
are serving on the jury.
Wilson's Mills.
There is no encouraging news from
The Coogregaiionalist Ladles' Circle
Mr. A. H. Witham who is in the hospital
Rev. E. A. Tuck" gave his farewell sermet witb Mrs. French Thursday.
at Augusta. Me.
mon at the lower town chapel Sunday,
Elihu Pike and Harry Taylor have
Mr. Baxter Davison of Plymouth, N. March 5th. Mr. and Mrs. Tuck started
to Lisbon.
II., has been visiting with Mr. A. H. Monday for Milford, Ν. H., and as soon moved
Levi McAlister's youngest child, aged
Jones for a few days.
as Mrs. Tuck's health will permit will
about three years, died March 9tb.
join Mrs. Whitom in Newburg, Ν. Y.
Mrs. I. N.
proprietor of Lake
below
zero
South kumford.
Twenty
Monday morning. View Hotel, Keith,
thinks of adding another
Annual
town
March
fol8th,
meeting
Born, at Kuiuford Centre, March 12,
to the building.
list of officers elected for ensuing story
to the wife of Fred F. Bartlett, Jr., a lowing
The water famine grows more serious
year:
daughter.
every day.
Moderator—W. H. Hart.
Frank Lowe is working for Eugene
Grippe and toneilitis are prevailing.
Clerk—P. J Llttlehale
school
route
Davis on the milk
through
Aeeeesore— Lewie Olson, W. II. Hart, K. 8.
also
for
works
Bennett.
vacation. George Jones
North Parie.
Treasurer— D. C- Bennett.
him.
School committee—F. Δ. Flint, A. Hart, K. 8.
Mrs. Frances Hutchins visited her sis
March 11th of
Charles Page died
Bennett.
School Superintendent—D. C. Bennett.
ter, Mrs. John Young, at Ridlonville
typhoid fever, and was buried March
H. U. Bennett.
Road Com
last week.
14th.
Collector—Ν. K. BenneU.
Mrs. Frank Thurston and baby are on
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Swan visited at
George Deering of Errol has been in A. D. Littlehale's March 11-12.
the sick list.
own taking orders for room papers.
Ida Littlehale came home to atop a
Lovell.
while March 13th.
Northwest
Bethel.
Mrs. Β. K. Dow is sick with the
A large number from here attended
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Mason and eon grippe.
the entertainment of the Academy MinR. B. Nevers is abiogling bis barn.
strels at Fryeburg Thursday evening, tave been up from Portland recently.
Miss Emma Spofford was the guest of Fred Wing is working for him.
twenty going on the four-horse team of
W. E. Curtis baa sold his oxen.
S. T. Fox and having supper at the hall tuth Mason the 15th.
Mildred Brown has been to Bethel to
The literary contest in the grange
ifter the show. The entertainment was
isit
friends
for
a
few
closed
March 11, Mre. Barden's aide
much enjoyed, also the ride and supper.
days.
Herbert Chapman has moved bis fanil- sooring the largest number of pointa,
The water of the main pipe in the village has failed, and it has become a y from Newry and will oooupy the np- Miss Curtis' side will famish the dinner
«r house on ffm. Chapman's farm.
In the near future. Twenty-four applitcarce article around here.
Mrs. Rob Stearns haa returned home nations have been received aince the
W. O. Brown and wife are at North
rom Albany.
jontest started, making quite an addition
insuu.
Mr. George Leighton has taken eight to the grange.
Samuel Ε va us of Fryeburg has been
Phin Curtis had the bad luok to lose
one· from camp 2 to Shelburoe and
tore surveying poplar on the lake and
rill soon close hla winter's work here.
>n· of his horses Tuesday.
itreanu.

Suuday.

enjoying good

We met William of Hebron when he

S. Clarence Curtis from Boston has
been spending a week's vacation with
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Bucknam.
His son (Jerry, who has been here
with his grandparents for somo time,
will return to Boston with him.
ment.
A large quantity of wood, lumber,
Misses Hilda and Marjorie Chandler
pulp wood, apples, etc., has been ship- of South Paris are
visiting their grandped from this station recently. In one parents, Mr. and Mrs. F. S. Chandler.
week 72 cars were loaded and shipped
Mrs. Ernest Pratt and little son are
from here.
visiting Mrs. Pratt's parents, Mr. and
Iver Lowe at Trap Corner has typhoid
Mrs. A. W. Grover.
fever. His parents from North Paris
Miss Emily Chapman is very ill with
are caring for him.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Hammond and pneumonia.
Mr. and Mrs. J. U. I'urington returnin
son Merton have tinished working
ed from Andover, Mass., Friday.
camp No. 2 and returned home.
Gould Academy will open the spring
The Paris Manufacturing Co.'s crew
term next Tuesday, March 21.
in Albany have broken camp, and all
came out of the woods Monday of last
ureenwooa.
week, having had a successful season.
Last week it was remarked that SylS. T. White is having great success in
the fruit and candy trade. He keeps vester Cole was to be congratulated on
several grades and varieties of oranges, being so fortunate as to save liie house
also bananas and lemons. He says his from fire; and this week Harry Cole is
fruit trade is nearly double that of a entitled to the same, only more so,
since he came nearer meeting with a
y cai at;u.
circumstance greater lose. Last Monday morning
A somewhat curious
happened to Mr. D. C. Churchill in con- Mrs. Cole discovered an unusual smoke
nection with the sale of his winter ap- in the dooryard, and running out found
ples. lie disposed of them through Mr. a lively blaze around the chimney, and
F. A. Dunham to the Portland Fruit Co. making rapid headway, since the roof
and the Uth of January the company was as dry as tinder.
At first it was thought impossible to
sent him a check for ?21 which he did
In reasonable time the save anything more than a part of the
not receive.
company duplicated the check and sent furniture, as there was only a small
On Friday of last amount of help near by; but right there
to Mr. Churchill.
week he received the check through a was where the special value of the telelittle boy who said he picked it up on phone came in; by that means they
the street. It was clean and in good notified John Titus at Bryant's Pond,
condition and without the envelope. In who in turn informed the mill hands,
the intervening two months it must have and in a very short time there were two
taken some strauge journey which no horse loads of men on the spot working
like so many beavers.
one is able to solve.
It so happened that Mr. Cole's aqueMrs. II. A. Clifford addressed the
ladies of the Methodist church last Fri- duct failed up the very day previous, so
day afternoon upon the subject of mis- that there was no water available, but
sions, and an auxiliary of the Woman's snow made a good substitute; and while
Foreign Missionary Society was organiz- some passed it up to the men. others
were cutting and sawing off the boards
ed with the following officers:
below the (ire; and in that way they
President— Mrs. ΛΙ! e E. Nelson.
Vice.Pre-Ment—Mrs. Marv W. Emery.
finally extinguished it; but not until it
Secretary an<l Treasurer—Mrs. Fannie J. Km had
gone the whole length of the roof,
mon*.
and
Cur. Secretary Mrs. Emily L. Emmons.
perhaps one-third of the way to the
—

and E. Bradbury are on the gain?
ut bave been quite sick with the grippe.
Henry Whitman has sold his stand and
tnd to Mr. Strothers. (I have not learnd his last place of residence.) Henry
as bought the Varian Bumpus farm,
ome of their goods have been moved,
nd families will move as soon as Mrs.
Whitman can take her young babe out.
Eddie L. Record arrived from St. Louis
ist Friday and is staying at Herbert
lecord's at present.
Mrs. John Harper is passing a large
mount of her time with her father, Stillaan P. Hersey, who is considered dan;erously ill, having an abscess on his
iver, recently operated on, and three
ubes set to carry off a large amount of
natter gathered.
Dr. John Sturgis of
luburn is attending him, and has taken
nurse from Auburn to care for him.
lis recovery is thought very doubtful,
lis home is in North Auburn.
Clara Merrill's health is improving.
>he sits up some of late.
John DeCosta has finished his work
η Paris and returned home.
Charles Keene has returned to Paris.
Mr. E. Lane recently passed a few
lays at his home in this place.
John Freeman has finished his work
iere and lias gone to South Paris and

F. P. Witbington has gone to Vermont
given in Odeon Hall in the Epworth
League course with the following pro- to receive treatment.
Mrs. A. W. Hobart and sons of Chicago
gramme:
are visiting Mrs. Hobart's parents, Mr.
Selected.
Piano Solo
and Mrs. Carlton Gardner. Mr. Gardner
EUle 11*11.
Bublnsteln.
Quartet—Voice* of the Wood*
Misses Ulbeon and Andrews,
Mesure. Wight and Dcnnlton.
Recitation—One of Job'* Comforters,

" YOMEI CUKES THIS

lailey

home.

was

WHAT IS CATARRH 7

Bast Hebron.
Coldi In various forma are abundant
ι this vicinity and apparently are in no
aate to leave. R. G. Beals, L. A.

BvckfWid.
Bethel.
Bethel is well represented at court | W. A. Turner Vent to South Pari· by
train Monday, being drawn on the
this week.
Mi·· Ruby Clark went to New York traverse jury.
H. A. Bicknell of Hartford went by
Monday to visit her brother and family.
and came
Mr. Henry H. Hastings has been team Tuesday, got excused
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Spring—by the almanac.
The play Hazel Adams will

peated this week.

South ParU
not be r<

Miss Helen Barnes has gone to Porl
land to visit friends.
is

Miss Sue Thompson of Kumford Fall *
a guest at James R. Tucker's.

James Tyler is the tirat man in towi 1
to pay his dog tax, which he did Marcl 1
11th.

WENT

Lighting BUI

THROUGH

THE

THE

TWO

HOUSES OÏ

LEGISLATURE LAST WEEK.

MARCH TKRM, 1005.
ffm, Γ. Whitehouse, Justice Presiding.
Clerk.
Charles P. Whitman,

Stenographer.
County Attorney.

Cecil Clay,
The bill authorizing the South Parlt
Charles 1*. Barnes,
Village Corporation to establish a mu- B. G. Mclntire,
nicipal lighting plant and sell electricity U. E. Hammond,
fur light and power passed both the
Walter L. Oray,
house and senate last week, and tbougb

it has not yet goue through all the
Mrs. A. E. Bessey of Waterville ii ! formalities necessary to complete its
it will
spending a week or two with relativei ! passage, there is no doubt that
soon become a law.
here.
The bill came up in the house as a
Stanley M. Wheeler was in Bostoi 1 special order on Wednesday, and the
last week and attended the automobili *
report of the minority of the committee,
show.
"ought to pass," was substituted for
not to
Mr. ami Mrs. F. W. Tirrell of Turne the majority report, "ought
have been spending the past week witl , pass." This was unexpectedly done withthe
that
was
It
out division.
thought
relatives.
bill stood a good chance of passage, but
Miss Mabel G. Hathaway is at hom< it was
expected that there would be a
for the vacation from her teaching ii vote on it.
Massachusetts.
The bill then having passed to be enC. W. Bowker has sold his nice Victoi grossed in the bouse, came up in the
in oppoPatchen colt to Dr. R. A. Parker, uf th« senate on Thursday. Speeches
Central Maine General Hospital, Lewis sition to the bill were made by Senator
Clark of Hancock and Senator Staples of
ton.
Knox, and speeches in favor by Senator
A business meeting of the Younp Philoon of
Androscoggin, Senator GardPeople's Christian Union will be hek ner of Penobscot, and Senator Pierce of
at the Universalis! church Wednesday,
Aroostook. Senator Pierce is chairman
at 4 p. m.
of the legal affairs committee to which
vote was
The electric thawing machine has beer the bill was referred. The
in use here bv the Norway Water Co. taken by yeas and nays and resulted 17
bill and 10 opposed.
during the past few days, and has done in favor of the
The bill thus passed was introduced
good work.
in the legislature of 11*03 in substantially
Miss Catherine Briggs is at home from the form in which it dually passed. A
few
vacation.
for
a
days'
Farmington
hearing vas given by the legal affairs
She was accompanied by a friend, Mrs. committee to which the bill was referFurbish, of Rangeley.
red, Hon. James S. Wright conducting
OxA. E. Morse goes Tuesday to Bangor the case in behalf of the bill. The
in opposition.
to read.
He will be accompanied by his ford Light Co. appeared
the
some
grandson. Master Ralph Andrews, who is After hanging tire forfavor of time,
committee decided in
reporting
anticipating lots of fun.
the bill to the next legislature, which
Heavy teaming is about over for this was done. Early in the present session
immense
amount
of
An
season.
wood, the bill was referred to the legal affaire
lumber and pulp wood has been hauled committee, and a lengthy hearing was
into the village this winter.
held, at which a large delegation of
South Paris citizens were present. Mr.
all
it
thawed
night—
Saturday night
case in bothe first night since last fall, if the Demo- Wright again conducted the
ι
the Oxford Light
crat's memory has not failed, that the half of he bill, and
Co.
again appeared in opposition,
temperature has not gone below freezthrough their counsel, Hon. Herbert M.
ing.
Heatlk Representatives of the holders
During Passion week special services of bonds of the Oxford Light Co. and
will be held in the Universalist churches the Norway and Paris Street Railway
here and at Norway, the pastors of the .dso appeared in opposition. The result
two churches uniting in the services is as stated above, and the contest is
assisted by visitiug ministers.
finally won.

Ralph

I.

Sheriff.
Crier.
Librarian.

Messenger.

Trask,

time Tuesday morning
on the
Judge Whitehouse took his
was opened for the
court
bench, aud
March term with due formality. Prayer
was otïemd by Rev. II. A. Clifford of the
South Paris Methodist church.
Of the grand jury, two, Evans 0. Allen of Iliiam and KlbridgeG. Child of
Peru, failed to respond to their names
on roll call, and the jury proceeded with
its work with sixteen members.
summoned,
Of the traverse jurors
Joseph H. Abbott of Andover was excused without being in attendance. The
other twenty-seven were empaneled as
follows:

Promptly

on

A FAVORITE REMEDY FOR BABIES.
Its pleasant taste and prompt cores
bave made Chamberlain's Cough Remedy a favorite with the mothers of small

NOBWAY.

Supreme Judicial Court.

Passed,

place

The first carts and wagons appeared
children. It quickly cures their coughs
on the streets Wednesday, March 15.
Charles 0. Warren of Fryebnrg visit- and colds and prevents any danger of
ed in town a few days during court. pneumonia or other serious consequences.
Mr. Warren accompanied by his wife It not only cures croup, but when given
and children will start in a few days for as soon as the croupy cough appears
will prevent the attack. For sale by
a three months' trip to the west.
C. B. Cummlogs & Sons expected to ShurttefT &. Co., South Paris; Jones
h»ve completed repairs on their boiler Drug Store, Oxford ; Noyes Drug Store,
by the last of the week. The crew of Norway.
boiler makers, masons, etc., have been
Peary's vessel, so it is now announced,
ruehing business all the week.
in
The regular communication of Oxford will be named the Charles H. Darling
honor of the assistant secretary of the
was
held
A.
No.
F.
and
M.,
18,
Lodge,
navy who was the means of giving Peary
at Masonic Hall Friday evening.
the additional leave of absence from
Wednesday evening the ladies of the active and naval service needed for this
Universalist circle gave a supper follow
a
ed
entertainment at Con- final dash to the Pole.

by

A TRUE APPETIZER AND TONIC.
MI-O-XA WII.I. MAKK YOU FKKIj
AND

HEARTY,

AND

VITALITY.

AND

HUNOBT

STIJENOTII

GIVE

Stylish Neckwear.
stock·.

We have just received many new styles of the newest
white and color», all
ONE LOT includes collar and cuff set and single stocks,
·"*·
Auk any friend who looks thin, pale and
........
n«at styles,
out of health how many meals he or she
kiods
of all
eats a day, and the chances are that the ONE LOT includes top collars, stocks, collar and cuff sets, these are
all pretty
answer will bo "Sot over two, and I
of material, silk, linen, cotton embroidery, lace and chiffon,
The plump,
don't feel hungry then."
35e·
styles,
rosy, and robust eat three square meal·
to
daily, and their perfect health i* due
a strong stomach and digestive system,
as such a system takes out of the food
and dark.
Our spring line of print and percale wrappers are here, both light
all those elements that make pure blood,
to
the
and
on
and give nourishment
vitality
yoke and
ONE LOT heavy print, in blues, reds, grays and light colors, ruffle
body.
$1.00
....
inch
ten
flounce,
shoulders, large sleeve, full skirt,
The one appetizer and tonic that
should be taken is Mi-o-na, the only
agent known that will strength the stomand put them
BEST REMEDY FOR CONSTIPATION. ach and digestive system,
They are the Domestic make and
We have several styles of cotton suits.
in such pcrfect working order that they
"The finest remedy for constipation will
and naturally all the sure to fit.
digest'eaeily
I ever used is Chamberlain's Stomach food that is
eaten, and send yon to the
of black and white check, waist has tucks in back, tucks on shoulders,
and Liver Tablets," says Mr. Eli Butler, table
hungry for the next meal. ONE LOT
positively
of Frankville, Ν. Y.
"They act gently
with
red, full skirt with wide flounce, headed with band of goods,
Without a strong stomach digestion
piped
and without any unpleasant effect, and will be
$1.50
........
with red,
poor, the blood impure, and
piped
natural
a
in
leave the bowels
perfectly
serious liver and kidney troubles result,
STYLES.
OTHEK
SEVERAL
condition." Sold by Shurtleff & Co.,
headaches, backaches, spots beSouth Paris; Jones Drug Store, Oxford; causing
fore the eyes, dizziness, sleeplessness,
Store,
Norway.
Noyes Drug
irritableness, a furred
nervousness,
and bad breath, all of which can
If troubled with weak digestion, belch- tongue
You will find some very pretty styles in our stock.
be readily overcome by the use of Mi-o-na,
in? or sour stomach, use Chamberlain's
but 50c. a box), as it goes right to
belt
(costs
ONE LOT of heavy cheviot, jacket has box plaits in back with belt, Hat collar,
Stomach and Liver Tablets and you will the foundation of
perfect health, the
get quick relief. For sale by Shurtleff à stomach.
and cuff trimmed with braid, and red, plaited skirt, sizes 12 to 10 years, $9.00
Co., South Paris; Noyes Drug Store,
Scores of leadiog people in this State,
MANY OTIIEK NEAT STYLES.
Norway; Jones Drug Store, Oxford.
ministers, bankers,

literary

Wrappers.

Shirt Waist Suits.

Hall. The attendance was large.
Mrs. Frank
Kimball has returned
from her trip to Boston where she has
been treated for rheumatic troubles,
Mrs. A. K. Bumpus, who resided with
evening.
her daughter, Mrs. Charles Gammon,
Kcv. J. Wallace Chesbro,
Itapti-I Church.
a
*rvlce
10:45
nu SuD iar. preachlug
died Tuesday after a short sickness at
l'a-t.·ι·.
β Ά p.
-.'î
»th School 1'- M., Y Ρ S. C. Ε
m
the advanced age of eighty years, serFIKST JUBT.
Prav«*r m retira 7 p. m ; Tuesday evening
h
All are
Scats free.
vices were held Friday morning. InterA. Mont ( hus>e, Woodstock, Foreman.
-,\«t -crvtie at 7 :w.
ment at Hebron. Her husband, Azel K.
Charles It. Allen, Norway.
we'i .nue
Paetor
I ntversaltst Church, Rev. J. II. Mule,
Charte» M. Andrews. Oxford.
Bumpue, died some years ago. She
-ervlce every Sun-lay at 10 45 a. m.
I'-.m
Henry A. Blcknell, Hartford.
leaves several daughters and sons.
Evening service, 7
Dana A. Brown, Brown field.
lay school at li m.
Charles Walker died at his home on
L. H. Burnham, Albany.
p m.
G. H. Coffin, tillead.
N
the cornorof Greenleaf Avenue and Elm
STATED MKKT1NGS.
Chaa. O. Edgerly, Porter.
Street in this village, Sunday noon.
Arthur J. Fo>t«, Canton.
M.—Pari» Lodge, No. 4. Regular
t \
He lias
His death was very sudden.
Herman L. Home, Norway.
Τ ies !av evening on or before full moon,
moetJesse C. Howe, Parle.
Mount Mica Lodge, regular
worked nearly all winter at cutting ana
i. ». <>. K
Ira C. Jordan, Bethel.
week.—Aurora
each
of
evening
Thuwiav
hauling wood. Some six weeks ago he
including editors,
Km imminent,"llret and thlnl Monday evenings
SECOSD .IUKY.
suffered an attack of spinal meningitis.
and their families, gladly testify to the
f ea< h month.
No.
Foreman.
O.
F.
Town Elections.
Rcbekah
Lwlge,
Trask, Mexico,
He was born in Stoneham, March /itit,
!
K.-Mount Pleasant
tonic,
strengthening and health-giving
or each
Benj. W. Kimball, Bethel.
ceti second ami fourth Friday»
1851. With the exception of a few years
Furthermore, F. A.
effects of Mi-o-na.
Melvln F. Knight, Waterford.
iU> In OH fellow»' Hall.
We have a new line of light muslins, some with white ground and small
in
lived
has
he
meeu
Charles A. Lane, Rumford.
passed in Massachusetts
Shurtleff & Co., one of the most reliable
ι,
\. R.—W. K. Klmbal! Post, No. US.
UKAFTO.V.
of each
Peru.
M.
Charles
Mathews.
cvtu'.n^
with ground of some light color with white figure, many neat styles, all
worked
he
!
time
third
Saturday
a
For
aii
π
long
Norway.
drug firms in this section, sell Mi-o-na figure, some
Moderator.J. W. Chapman.
Henry W. Merrill, Hiram.
11 /ι, In <«. A. R. Hall
ϋ
12 |>2C.
At one time
at his trade of carpenter.
.........
undpr a guarantee to refund the money colors,
Clerk, Ernest B. Farrar.
Daniel K. Mills, Mason.
\V
K. Kimball Ke'.lef Cofps meets rlret
In
he was employed in the shoe factory.
Selectmen, Otl· W. lirooke, Ernest R. Farrar, if it does not produce satisfactory results.
Arthur E. Morrison, Ruinfonl.
! : ilnl Saturday evenings of each month.
FOR
SAMPLES.
SEND
IF
INTERESTED
Arthur
L.
Farrar.
Hen*y W. Palmer, Lovell.
He was a Universalist, a Republican and
Ke'lef » orps Hall.
Treasurer, J. W. Chapman.
I). B. Perry. Hebron.
■f II. —Parti Grange, from May 1 to Oct. 1,
a member of the I. 0. 0. F. and Pilgrim
Almon P. Plngree, Denmark.
Collector, J. W. Chapman.
satunlay; during the
ι» .i:—t and thlnl
in
Helen
8. 8. Committee, W, H. Otis.
He
married
In
Fathers.
Dlxfleld.
Phllitue
W.
Logan
Saturday,
meets
Tnirey,
<>f
every
the
:cr
year,
Total amount of appropriations, $1,13Λ 00.
A man and wife to carry on the
187D who with three children survives
(ι ange Hail.
S
ai'l'KKNL'MEUAUlES.
of
Γ.ιι tf.C —second an·! fourth Mondays
8WKDE.N.
him. Services were held Tuesday afterTown Farm, year beginning
Bethel
Paris
Rosroe
TupII,
ι· h month.
noon by Rev. S. G. Davis.
Moderator, Μ. Ε. Perry.
Wa ter Λ. Turner. Ruckfleld.
to Selectnext.
ν
K. <>. P.—Stony Brook Lodge, No. lsl,
13th
Κ.
S.
Plummer.
Clerk,
H.
lier
evening·?
Ceo.
Walker.
to
was
callod
Fryebnrjt.
Mrs. F. W. Sanborn
t- -econd and fourth Wednesday
Selectmen, Ο II. Haskell, Wm. M. Flint, F. D. men, Bethel, Me.
of :*ch mouth.
last
Ν.
at
H.,
Strafford,
Holden.
After the organization several jurors former homo
I*.—Hamlin Lodge, No. 31, meet*, every
Treasurer. Λlvlr Pike.
who wished to be excused from serving week by the sickn'ess of her mother,
av evening at Pythian Hall.
1
■
Paris
Collector, M. E. Perry.
Satdied
Hill
Mrs.
Eliza
A.
Hill.
Mrs.
M. :· rn Woodmen of America.—Soutli
were heard by the court, and Henry A.
S.
8. Committee, W. |). Moulton.
Tues
fourth
and
held
was
,πί|·. No. bk>i7, meet# second
Funeral
lltli.
March
Flint.
John
11.
of
urday,
of
Bicknell of Hartford, L. II. Burnham
Schools,
Superintendent
iv evenings In Golden ('roes Hall.
was seventy years of
Road Commissioner, C. N. Evan·.
Arcanum.—Parris Council, No. Ittil,
Albany, Charles M. Mathews of Peru, Wednesday. Slie
Τι till amount of appropriations, φΙ,ΗΧΜΜ).
at 7 Λ».
.-ft» tir^t an 1 thlnl Monday evenings
Arthur E. Morrison of Rumford, and
127-129 ΠΑΙΝ
A. Cole of Wostbrook lias bought
Almon P. Pingree of Denmark, wore exchair
Mother· 1 Mother· S Mother· 1
T'ie I /ar sat -till on his l>oinb-proof
the jewelry business formerly conducted
cused.
\ il· 1 merrily sang "Teediee
feverish
this
season
arc
at
llovr many chlldrrn
and now under the anil
I will η t go to the blooming frort
constipated, with bat! stomach ami headache.
During the call of the docket which bv Horace Cole
tor th-» front lscomlug to me—
of IL 0. Cole. lie wil
Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for children will
management
Whitethe
followed
Judge
organization,
Ue-hee—
alwurttcure. If worms are present they will
house made a strenuous effort to clear take possession next month.
The front lscomlug lo me."
ceittWy remove them. At a'l drugel'U. ?5cte.
-(Puck.
Tito Hoodoo Club was entertained by Sample mailed FREK. Address, Allen 8. Olmwith
"dead
wood"
the
of
out
some
A union meeting of the Woman's To Sell Town Farm and
Buy New. which the docket is more or less lumber- H J Baues and wife at their home, cov- sted, Le ltoy, X. Y.
First wheels of the season out Thurs- Foreign and Home Missionary Societies
ed, and in several instances succeeded in ner <>f Main and Whitman Streets, In a Pinch, use ALLKK'H FOOT-Ε V8K.
will be held at the home of Mrs. Leroy
day.
Weduesday evening. A general good
SATtllhaving ca«es finally disposed of.
TOWN
MEETING
SHORT
VOTB
OK
.'J
at
o'clock.
in Abbott Thursday afternoon
Shake Into your shoes Allen's Foot-Ease, a
s
M;vs Susie M. Wheeler is visiting
A trial list of rather less than the time was the result of the evening
Mrs. Κ ben Chapman will conduct the
PASSpowder. It cures Corns. Bunions, Painful,
DAY.—SCHOOL .MONEY ARTICLES
; -liudale, Moss.
usual length was made up, and the rest cession.
Smarting. H »t, Swollen feet. At all Druggists
vt
of
Japan.
study
Β. F. Bradbury, M. D., and F. Ν. and Shoe Stores, 25c.
ED OVER.
of the day Tuesday and the working
I ι· Christian Kndeavor Society t»f the
for two
hours of Wednesday were taken up with !î trker, M. D., are in New York
I'asof Winchester. Mass., Mrs.
observe
Mrs.
Rice
will
church
ngregational
weeks.
In handsome
A new one.
Born.
u week with special services.
Hargrave of Portland, Mrs. Hammond
Saturday's town meetiug was unex- a few divorce hearings and other minor
53 INCH.
Se INCH
Harriet Abbott of Fryeburti is the new
of Berlin and Harry Morton of Auburn, pectedly
in about matters.
brief,
adjourning
of
iu the ninth grade in place
Buildteacher
of
the
for
The juniors of the Congregational «•ailed here by the sickness and death of
trial
colors,
A
case
County
Thursday
assigned
In Buckfleld, Mar. 13, to the wife of Daniel
forty minutes after it was called to orimn h are preparing for a food auii Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Morton, returned to
and Catherine Oldham, who is at her homo Emery, a son.
der, and also contrary to a general morning was otherwise disposed of.
this
in Caribou bi-eauee of the death of her
In bu nner. Mar. 14, to the wife of Joseph Jorafteruntil
was
no
trial
Thursday
tn<l> sale to he hchl the last of
ings. 3c., 2 for 5c.
ready
their homes last week.
the
annual
expectation differed from
dan, a daughter.
month.
was begun upon the mother, which occurred during vaeatiou.
work
Then
noon.
discussions
fact
that
such
in the
In Oxford, Mir. 12, to the wife of Win. Bonney,
Lee
with
will
remain
Bennett
The Epworth League will meet Wed- meeting
\
Γ
Martha J. Abbott vs. Portland aud
a son.
The Seneca Club was entertaiueil by nesday evening at the Methi»dist parson- as there were proved short and without case,
market for
In Oxford, Mar. 11, to the wife of Willis Wing,
Rumford Falls
Railway. This wa< Russell in the Pledge meat
\Ii-> Douglass at the last meeting. After
a son.
assist
will
also
On Thursday evening Rev. A. S. acrimony.
time.
Mr.
iL'e.
some
Pledge
η
to recover for the burning of
refreshments
order
called
to
brought
was
The
In Kast Wuter.'orJ, Mar. 14, to the wife of Merdainty
meeting
tin pn>grantme
Ladd will preach in the vestry and hold
for a time in the store work.
lon Young, a daughter.
Town Clerk set of buildings belonging to the plaintime bv
on
were served.
from
All are invit- promptly
arrived
the quarterly conference.
ami
E.
C.
Hill
Mr.
family
lu
Norway, Mar. 8, to tho wife of Herbert I
in
the
Gilbertville
near
Wheeler, and Walter L. Gray was tiff, and situated
a daughter.
the Aurora, III., Saturday and moved on to Bradhurv,
Mr. and Mrs. J. Melleu C'ummings < d te hear the sermon at TsW P. M.
There
were some town of Canton, a few rods from
No way, Mar. 11. to the wife of William II.
moderator.
In
chosen
—The Pharmacist.
have m<*ve«l from their former home on
newly purchased farm at the north Booth, a daughter, F.lla Mar.
h.
Jk.
t
trai-k of the Portland and Rumford Falls
t
A special meeting of Pythian Sister- two hundred voters present.
to
of the town.
In Barrett, Feb. 20, to the wife of Elbridge I
Highland Street, which has been s«»l«l
hood will be held Wednesday evening.
the second article, relative to Railway, between the main line and the
Special Hog, Horse and Cattle Style
Under
style
a
Regular
Stlmans,
the
Maine
daughter.
Geo. W. Chancy has gone to
Next to Post Office, South Paris.
T. XI. Davis, into the upper rent in the March -'-'d. at Τ
o'clock, to vote on the rebuilding the house on the towu farm, Livermorc branch. The buildings were
In Itumford Ce i. ter, Mar. 12, to the wife of |
Stay* 1 in. or 6 in. apart
Stays la in. or 6 In. apart
General Hospital at Portland for treat- Fred F. Bart'ctt, Jr.,
I
ise <d J. 11. Jones un Pleasant Street.
of
in
the
afternoon
a
other
18th,
burned
and
such
May
of
daughter.
over
the
amalgamation
Ε. E. Field moved to pass
question
W.
wife
of
H.
ment.
In Fiyeliurg, Mar. 9, to the
The
article, nud It was immediately voted HKfci, during a severe drought.
Made of large, strong, high grade steel wires, heavily galvanized.
Tuesday afternoon, March 21st. will busiuess as may come before the asSadie Booker has gone to Lynn, Ma»*., Con-Ins", α son.
hmise was occupied by Mr. and Mrs.
sembly. All members are requested to
Is practically everbe mothers' afternoon at the f'ongrega
and contraction.
a
in
a
for
she
has
where
accepted position
The meeting is in charge be present.
Under the next article, relating to George Arris, but there was no one in
t mal church.
Never goes wrong, no matter how great a strain is put on it.
when they took Are, as largo millinery store.
the
town
II.
lasting.
fora
farm.
buildings
other
■i the Junior Society and all mothers
|
Married.
provision*
After the regular meeting of Mt. PleasMrs. Harold B. Chapman is very sick
hand on the
DRILL WELLS fo- y ur
A mission
advocated' selling the Mr. Arris, who is a section
E.
Hammond
Does not mutilate, but does, efficiently, turn cattle, horses, hogs
are invited to be present.
L»
11 %*
at her home on Beal Street.
ant liebekah Lodge Friday evening of
We can atart rnu In a paying bunl liens on
ranruuii, wan anaj n*. »i«r. »»*/«»%, i.Uu
and
farm
and
another,
taken.
be
will
buying
Burand
H.
F.
present
Kev
Mar
4, by
offering
Falls,
pigs.
this week there will be a silhouette
Machine» eatty ami simple tu
Marguerite Finney commences her In Mechanic
email capital
home
made a motion to sell the farm uow Arrie had gone about noon to the
Mr. Samuel K. Whitman of South Paris aud I
arschool at the Center of tho town March don,
operate Write for free Illustrate·! caMJoguo
Last Thursday evening the cacues party. The committee having the
of her husband's mother, about a quarMiss A lice C. Howard of We t Miuot.
owned.
Information.
full
an·!
Mrs.
20th.
EVERY ROD OF AMERICAN FENCE GUARANTEED
Λ id of the Methodist church at Lisbon rangements in charge are Mr. aud
Asked with regard to what offers hail ter of a mile away. The theory of the
and
Two lire alarms. One Sunday mornFalls held a sale and social from which Frank Kimball, Miss Grace Thayer
were
the
that
was
buildings
been made for the farm, II. D. Ham- plaintiff
how
Died.
of ing caused by a slight tire at Nellie
by the manufacturers and by us. Call and sec it. Can show you
they realized a good sum of money. Miss lluttie Burnell.
Office: 104 Fulton. St. Ν. Y,
Factory: Akron, O.
mond of the selectmen stated that an burned by sparks from the engine
Drew's homo on Maple Street, and one
%ΜΜΛ<«Ρ
it will save you money and fence your fields so they will stay fenced.
β-t*^ -.«Jl
They presented to Mrs. Pottle a «juilt
Mt. Mica Lodge, I. Ο. I). F., conferred outright offer of 31Ô00 had been made, a passing train. The theory of the deA t OKK γτϊον —The announcement lust week |
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Dirigo Walking Skirt, all wool,
Thomaa Heslop va Esther Hcslop. Adultery
such a pleasant surprise on our goldei
Mrs..Morton was the youngest daughte
ilasen.
son, Ohio, waa confined to hie bed foi
also to the members of tin
about
Parmeuter
Dr.
See
wedding
»
eyea.
day,
wlios
your
rheu
made.
of
corset
with
best
several weeks
inflammatory
of Nathan Morse of Norway,
Corsets,
fitting
NOTES.
Cougregationalist church and all otbe
matism. "I used many remedies," hi
family of children only one survive·c :
Bring me all your old glasses. Di
friends who have so kindly and generous
A good portrait of Aretas E. Stearns
to
McCaw's
sent
I
druj
Mrs. Albert M. Hammond, formerly
says. "Finally
Parmeuter.
ly assisted us.
Esq., has been added to the collection ii 1 store for a bottle of Chamberlain's Paii
South I'aris, now in Berlin, N. 11. Mr:
Dr. I'armcnter's great offer in optiei ^ Ms. and Mse. Chaklks H. Clifford the library since the last term.
Morton leaves three children, Mrs. >
Balm, at which time I wan unable t(
<■
and in oue week's timi
goods. See ad.
D. Bolster of thia place, Harry K. Moi
The deputy sheriffs in attendance a t use band or foot,
committer
James
39,
Bradbury,
aged
was able to go to work as happy as
ton of Auburn, ami Mrs. George Hai
Beet French crystalline lens at ha I
"or Infants and Children.
at Westbrool this term are F. C. Palmer of Keza ι-,
suicide
poison
*
taking
by
was
Mrs. Morton
clam." For sale by Shurtleff & Co.
Dr. l'arment er.
grave of Portland.
price.
of financia Falls, F. B. Howe of East Bethel, W. Β
A
combination
Tuesday.
Jones Drug Store, Oxford
member of the South I'aris Congregi
Kilgoreof North Waterford, and Fran! ι South Paris;
Dr. Paruienter, oculist and refra > troubles and a love affair is assigned s
tioual church aud a most eatim.ibi e
Noyes Drag Store, Norway.
E. DeCoster of Norway.
the cause.
tionist. Free examination.
■

—
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Misses' Suits.

Light Muslins.

WANTED^
Apply

April

....

SOUVENIR

^Fred

POSTAL

CARDS.

NORWAY, MAINE.

STREET,

U. H. HEALD, Paris Hill, Me.,
HEADQUARTERS FOR

AMERICAN FIELD AND NOG FENCE

_

ids

BROOKS

1

w

«

NEIGHEORS

«-

expansion

Amply provides

4.»..*.

STAR DRILLING MACHINE CO.

LADY

WASHINGTON"

of our perfectly comfortable lace boots for Women.

Is the

name

A New Galva-

—

nized Tub.

The

price is $2.00

per

pair.

SMILEY SHOE STORE
NORWAY,

OPERA HOUSE BLOCK,

CHASE'S VARIETY STORE,

#>

200 FARMS FOR SALE
..........

.......

....

....

South Paris,

Frothingham,

Just Received

Bargain.

The balance of our $1.00 left
Corsets for 49c.

OF

Spring Clothing

New Walking Skirts direct from the
factory in a variety of new cloths

Creat

ARRIVAL

NEW

New Shirt Waist Suitings from 25
to 69c., no two alike and the latest novelties.

J. F. PLUMMER'S.

stylUh,

over

splendidly

Job Lot of New Hamburgs for 5,
9 and 25c. per

yard.

S.B.&Z.S. PRINCE,
Norway,

Clays,

Very

purchasing.

Maine.

———

Great reduction in

Heating

F. PLUMMER,

J.

Stoves, selling at cost for
the next two weeks.

_

Just

Boy's

YOUR OPPORTUNITY! Ladies'
Full stock of Shoe Steel, Iron, Builders' Hardware, Shovels, Axes and

Specialties

South Paris, Maine.

woman.

CASTORIA
Jit Hid Υοα Ηιιι Always Bought

;

**

/H& //?*"/ /—

wW/jff££Ziv.

lady,

adjustable yoke,

Handles. All kinds of job work done.

J. P. Richardson,

Store.

Specialty

over

Telephone

perfect

these

L.
18-4.

perfectly

throM^h

plenty

Look

perfect fitting

Specialties before buying.

M. IjUNT,
136 Main St., Norway.
φ

fcifrftr·vSùi*giàiÊaiùijÊS/Î,

*
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A LOW PRICE
—

ON

Couldn't Lift Ten Pounds.

Doaa's Kidney Pills Brought Street*
and Health to the Sufferer, Mak-

—

Carpets

Wool
Ό close out ο id

ing Him Feel Tweaty-Rve
Years Yousger.
Sick kidneys rauae a weak, lame or
aching back, and a weak back makes

weak man. Can't be well and strong
until the kidneys are cured. Treat them
Here's the
with Doan's Kidney Pills.
testimony of one man cured.
a

J.

patterns and clean

up stock-

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Corner Main and Danforth

Sts.,1

MAINE.

NORWAY,

A η von· sending a sketch and description may
çnvkl/ ascertain our opinion free whether an
iuv«iill"n ι· prubablr patentable. CommunlraMonsstrictlyoHiBiientlal. Handbook on 1'ateuta
Mnt free. Oldest agency for securing patent*.
Patent· taken tbrouch Muiui a Co. receive
ipetuU itotU', without chant·, ta the

Scientific Jlmcricaiu

λ handsomely illustrated weekly, freest dr.
culation of any scientlilc J«.urnaL Term·. 13 a
year : four months. »L Sold by all newsdealer*.

ftUNN S Co."""*--' New York
Branch OAc«. tBS Κ ft, WashlDKtun. D. C.

B.

Corton,

farmer and lumberman, of
Deppe, N. O.,
says "I sufferfor years
ed
with my back.
It was so bad
I could
that
not walk any
nor
distance
in
ride
even
I
easy buggy.
d0 not believe

J. B. COBTOX.

I could have raised ten pounds of weight
from the ground, the {tain was so severe.
This was my condition when I began using lean's Kidney Pills. They quickly
relieved me and now I am never troubled
as I was.
My back is strong and 1 can
walk or rido a long distance and feel just
as st mug as I did twenty-five years ago.
I think so much of Doan's Kidney Pills

that 1 have given a supply of the remedy
to some of my neighbors and they have
also found good results. If you can sift
anything from th.'s rambling note that
will be of any service to you, or to any
oue suffering from kidney trouble, you
are at liberty to do so."
A PUKE TRIAL of this great kidney
medicine which cured Mr. Corton will be
mail·'*! on application to any part of the
Address Foster-Milburn
United States.
Co.. P»uff:tlo. X. Y. Sold by all dealers;
price, titty cent* per box.

Risers
Early
Winchester,

W. H.

*

THE FAMOUS LITTLE FILLS.

^

For quick relief from Biliousness
Sick Headache, Torpid Liver. Jaundice. Dirziness. and all troubles arising from an inactive or sluggish liver,
DeWitt's Little Early Risers are un-

HEADQUARTERS FOR

They act promptly and never gripe.
so

are

dainty that it is a pleasure

take them.

One to two act as a
mild laxative; two or four act as a
pleasant and effective cathartic. They
to

are

E. C.

Records,

Sold

Blanks, Horns, and

Supplies.

Berlin,

Ν. H.

Catalogues

tent on

itt &

Co·· Chicago

How to Write a flood Letter.
that the average
There is no
woman doe· not know how to.write a
No. S.—TrU«(lra.
it
ia not aa a rule
I.—1. To contract. 2. A migratory good letter—that ia,
It often doea not
wading bird. 3. Order. 4. A fluid., interesting reading.
the recipient much real information
ί give
5. A personal pronoun. 6. A letter.
about the writer, and it ia not infreII.—1. A theatrical composition. 2. A
quently unbusineaalike in details.
beautiful iiower. 8. A poisonous serThere ia no excuse for omitting to
of a letpent of Egypt. 4. A personal pronoun. write the full addreea at the
5. A letter.
ter, however well it may be known to
the recipient. It ia alwaya possible that
a letter may be returned through the
No. ΙΟ.—Word Square.
2. To one post office, or it may have to be replied
1. A standard of price.
to by a third person, in case of illness;
aide. 3. A boue of the body. 4. Λ de- and
moreover, if you do not >make α
cree. 5. Chairs or benches.
habit of writing your address, you are
likely to forget it in a strange place
when in a hurry.
No. 11.—Diagonal.
Then again, no letter should be sent
All the words described contain the
undated—dates may always beWhen rightly away
aame number of letters.
come of importance for reference.
guessed and written one below another
If you write a business letter, take care
the diagonal, beginning with the up|te>- that it is business-like—which is almost
the
with
and
letter
ending
ieft hand
the same thing as saying, "Take care
lower right hand letter, will spell the that it is short." If you write on busiin
ness matters, even to a friend, conflue
and
name of an American engineer
your letter entirely to busineaa. It is a
ventor.
2. A mistake to attempt to combine this with
Crosswords: 1. Controllable.
as it will have to be
3. Under- a friendly epistle,
word of many syllables.
kept for reference, and may pass through
ground. 4. Negligence. 5. A current several hands.
below the surface. 0. A horsewoman.
A letter to a friend ought to be such
7. Having a channel or canal. 8. For- as to give her pleasure—in that case you
10.
of
mation. 9. The scietu-e
history.
must take the trouble to consider her
A layer above another. 11. The act οί tastes and interests. It ia generally well
assimilating- 12. The act of construct- to begin by comments on the last letter
received, as you thus show interest in
ing.
your correspondent's concerns.
As a rule, it is possible to make the
No. 13.—Drop Secoad Letter.
story of one's doings interesting, if one
a
found
Tim
Hid in the
takes enough trouble;
many
people
Of yellow nuggets line.
make the mistake of merely mentioning
his nimble
With motion
the places they have been to, or the
Went down the steep incline.
things they have done. Such a letter
was caught.
there was who
suggests a skeleton diary, and is of less
An
his
interest than one visit or hobby deweight;
Two hundred pounds
;
With dull
spots along his
scribed in sufficient detail to call up a
His fur was thick and straight.
vivid picture to the mind. Then, in
order to give pleasure, you must consider what news your correspondent is
No. IS.—Λ Door Pnmzle.
auxious to hear, not merely that which
1 ι S x 3 I 4
Above all,
you are anxious to tell.
avoid writing unkindly things of third
X
X

j

top

j

No. 14.—Picture Paul·.

NASH,

MASONIO BLOCK,
Connection.

NORWAY.

Soap-Making
with

BANNER LYE

To xnake the very best soap, simply
dissolve a can of Banner Lye in cold
water, melt 5# lbs. of grease, pour the
Lye water in the grease. Stir and put
Aside to set
Pull Direct loo*

oo

Every Package

Banner L.ye is pulverized. The can
may be opened and closed at will, per·
mining the use of a small quantity at a
It is just the article needed in
time.
It will clean pain*,
every household.
floors, marl le and tile work, soften water,
disinfect sinks, closets and waste pipe»
Write for booklet "C'.js of D^nnc

Lye"—free.

The Pmo Chen teal Work·. Philadelphia

Char lei

KiJuriLon & Co..

What children are often told to do
Before You Purchase Any Other Write
after a quarrel.
THE NEW HOME SEWING MACHINE COMPANY {
ORANGE, MASS.
\o. IS.—Bar led Proverb.
Many Sewing Machines are made to sell regard·
less of Qua! :y, but the " Now Home" is mad*
1. Give uie a large apple. John.
to wear. Our guaranty never runs out.
Ζ Spend as little as you can.
We make Sew.ng Macliir.es to suit all condition!
3. Hrlnj: me the kettle, tlie watering
of the trade. The " Xt'» lloiuv ** stands at th«
head of all
put and the ju^.
family sewing machines
Sold by authorize·! (leulertt only,
4. The beat is yet tu corne.
Ilobb·' Variety Store Co.,
Γ». Get dinner ready; I will couie ne
Ageat»,
Norway, Maine.
soon as I can.
U. "Blow hot, blow cold, with selfsame breath."

A, W. Walker &

Easy and Quick!

Uoatoa,

Mim

All Work Warranted.
South Paris, Maine.

Dealers in

Son,

ICE, COAL,
LIME, CEMENT
—

ALSO

Cement sidewalks made in 18 and
24 inch squares for $1.00 per square
Cement steps made to order.
fard.
South Paris, Maine.

South Paris
ANNUAL

Savings

Bank.

MEETING.

Notice is hereby given that the
innual meeting of the Corporation
>f South Paris Savings Bank for the
dection of officers for the ensuing
,-ear will be held at
its Banking
Rooms in Pythian Block, So. Paris,
>n Thursday, the
23d dav of March,
\. D. 19^5, at 2 o'clock p. M.
GEORGE M. AT WOOD,
Secretary and Treasurer.
South Paris, Mar. 6, 1905.

Dr. True9s Elixir
—

M. J. P. TRU· Λ.

■« more

CO., Auburn, M·.

WOOD ASHES FOR SALE
In any

CAR

quantity desired..

LOAD

LOTS

A

SPECIALTY.

For Price and Particulars address,

SIMON STAHL,
ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.

"Walt

to

a

a

minute!

I bave something

say!"

"What is it?" asked the wolf.

"If you will let me go and not eat
the
me, ne you intended to do," said

"How does the thermometer stand?"
asked the northern guest at the Florida

other lines.

Freight

hotel.

J.

"It doesn't stand at all," answered
the truthful porter. "The bose has fixed it so it lies to the extent of about ten

ING.

commenced
Bros.:—I
Messrs. Ely
using your Cream Balm about two years

someago for catarrh. My voice was
what thick and my hearing was dull.

My hearing has been fully restored and

I

rates

F.

at

always

clear.

tfOUO-SAMUnnrCiSR
w-

ÀlxSrninû

"I'll

teU you where there

p.
as

m.

low

as

HtupStrnd-

A perfect

NEW VORK.

Λ

I

t>

111 ο 11

Dus)

»

I

h

s

Nasal

cmnzH

smr.eking his Hps, "I'll agree to that."
"Well." declared the goat. "If you

For Over
Thirty Years

ΰ&#φΖ&ΰ

Franklin Whatf,

uro

more

Use

Remedy forConstipa-

lion, Sour Stomach, Diarrhoea
Worms .Convulsions .Feverishness and Loss of Sleep.

Portland, Me.

goat.i than you have teeth in your
mouth."
"My, my.'* exclaimed the wolf,

*

iuuusj*iteto χ

Facsimile Signature oP

LISCOMB, Agent.

IIΚ LOOKED DOWN AND SAW TU KM.

goat.

7

of

ι

nor Mineral.

Opium(Morphine

Sot Narcotic.

§1 00.

9I.OO
Wharf.
Steamers leave Franklin
Portland, and India Whatf, Boston,

daily except Sunday,

Signature

Promotes Digestion.Cheerful·
ness and Rest.Contains neither

*ia erooms

Shurtleff A Co.

Bears the

ting the Stomachs and Bowels of

REDUCED RATES.

cough troubles—in the throat or deepseated on the lungs. Sold by F. A.

Always Bought

ÀVegetahle Preparationfor Assimilating the Food andBegula-1

Portland Division.

Porllnn<! to Boston,

For Infants and Children.

The Kind You Have

[astern Steams! Company.

cough. One Minute Congh Cure cuts
the mucus, draws the inflammation out
of the throat, lunes and bronchial tubes,
heals, soothes ana cures. A quick cure
for Croup and Whooping Cough. One
Minute Cough Cure relieves a cough in
one minute because it acts first on the
the
where
mucous membrane right

RECOVERED SPEECH AND HEAR-

™

No
So Certain, Safe and Reliable that
Other Medicine Can Take It· Place

a

degrees!"

^ICASTORIA

I

bouehteeterdbottlesof the

Atwcod's Bittersct your store and
I
found that it ere»'·1/ benefited me.
wish to e«t some more. I send you my
enroute and several addressed stamped
I can provelopes. PlesM tell ne vnere
reach New
cure tho medicine when 1
York. I am anxious In the matter, for It
have
did me moie good than anything I
botever taken and I must have several
tles right away." —Mary Churchiu.
Co.
Emmbtt, of "Sowing the Wind**L. F.'

s

ο

CASTORIA

1 il

r>Cl

Nrs

LXACT COPY OF WRAPPER.

I ?.'! lia eta;;ca i'itro
■hou'.J be cleuuiinnM.

of the Harmonizer, Centre, Ala., writes:
"I have used DeWitt'a Witch Hazel
Salve in my family for Piles, cuts and
burns. It is the best salve on the market. Every family should keep it on
hand." Sold by F. A. Sliurtleff & Co.

the other side of the mountain was perfectly straight up and down, just like
the walls of this room, only as high as
tifty houses placed on top of each other. and at the foot of this steep cliff
was a broad river that was as swift

"My ancestors," said the man
happened to be Endicott,
over in the Mayflower."
"And mine," observed the man

as an ocean

name

name

10.—Curtailment·.

occupants

whose

original

"were the
of the Garden of Eden."

Adams,

SEVERE

you

FOR
COLD
MONTHS.

THREE

The following letter from A. J. Nusbaum, of Batesville, Ind., tells its own
story. "I suffered for three months
with

pared

severe

a

druggist premedicine, and a physi-

cold.

me some

A

for me, yet I did not
prove. I then tried Foley's Honey
Tar, and eight doses cured me."
fuse substitutes. F. A. Shurtleff &

cian

prescribed

THf

one

go."

im-

and

ReCo.

Style at rcaeouable prices.

OCNTAUn «OMMNV.

NCW VOKI CtTT.

ATTENTION FARMERS!

breakfast"

Importent to Mother·.
Brtffllne carefully every bottle of CASTORIA,
a ufe and nn remedy for infanta and children,
and Me that It

In TJm For Over SO Tear·.
Tbe Kind Toe Have Always Bought.
"Isn't your grandfather an octogenarian, Bobby?" asked the visitor.
"No, ma'am, replied the little fellow.
"He'ea Methodist."

Then It was ou

The Ν. Y. Tribune Farmer
FOR ONE YEAR

I .$1.75= i

Matched Hard Wood Floor Hoards for sale.

ft,

8

CIIWIHJJC,

«,

Every

Every

Parmer

Farmer

subscribe for a

items of interest to himself and

family.

The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Me.,

ished statesman, "you must be
taken."
"Oh. no, I'm not," she persisted.
"Here it is." And she turned up the
sec ond verse of the One Hundred and
Twenty-seventh I'salm, "It Is vain for
The old paryou to rise up early."
liamentarian had nothing more to say.

will
wants

all

will post you every week on
of
important agricultural topics
the day. and show you how to

and prove
in
every

make money from the farm.

sending

person

us

the

$1.75.

CUT THIS 0UT===5END TO-DAY

Picture Frames

ζ,

£

and Pictures,

λ

Mats, Mirrors
&
High

in

THE OXFORD DEMOCRAT,
Maine.

South Paris,

Gentlemen:—Inclosed you will find $1.75 for which
will
please send to the address below The Oxford
you
Democrat and New-York Tribune Farmer for One Year:

X
a

£

Mouldings s,J.
G ade Portrait Work

Crayon, Water color,

Sepia

and Oil

a

specialty,

may be sent to diffeent
addresses if desired

Thft

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L. M. TUFTS,

Papers

ν

SOUTH PARIS.

Nichols St..

Artificial
Poppiee.
The Good Cheer Society will sell

piice the popii the decoration of their
recent Bazaar.
Organizations wishing to purchase please communicate
MRS. CARTER,
with
44 High St., South Paris, Me.
at a very »easonable

pies need

FOR SALE.

A high grade White Sewing Machine in good running condition.
Cost $45.00 t ew. Will sell for $12.
For particulars address or call at

Oxford Democrat Office,

South Paris.

FOR SAMS.

A second-hand set of the Ameri( :an Edition of Chambers'
Encycloj jed a. 15 volumes, all in excellent
< ondition.
$12 50 buys the set. For
reticulars address,

The

Oxford Democrat Office,

South Paris.

Notice le hereby riven that my wife, Wlnnl( re<l I. l'en ley, hie left my bed and bo&nl with·
< til eauw, therefore I warn all people to te
1 ruin from truaUng heron my creult for I will
iOt be roaponetble for her debt» after this date.
O. FKKELAND PKNLEY.
South Parla, Maine, March 11, 1903.

1

Lady or gentleman of fair education to travel
Arm of $160,000 capital. Salary $1,072 per
J ear and expancee, paid weekly. Addreaa
l

or a

M.

«

-ν-1

PEBC1 VAL, South Pari·, Me.

FOLETSHONEY^IAR
Jfc mWM
Or eklUnmt —fn
m»

)

I

MODEL

to remove
on

Wanted.

rails

nickel

QUAKER

NOTICK.

ft

-,

Tribune Farmer,

your

One Year For

11

■ ■

The New-York

er

COUGH~SETTLED

I

improvements

money with the order can secure
the Democrat and Tribune Farm=

|

i'iVV

news

visitor

Any

|

m

supply

household.

I'atclionly.
The Introduction of the perfume called patchouly was caused by the desire
of French .shawlmakers to deceive
When shawls were
their customers.

T*VrL·,

for county

welcome

a

The argument lloored him.

--

admirably

and

methods

which are an invaluable aid in
securing the largest possible
profits from the farm, and with
special matter for every member of his family.

keep him in touch with the
doings of his neighbors, and all

mis-

[

to give him the experience of
advanced
the
others in all

to

"Because the Bibie doesn't approve of
early rising, grandfather." was the unexpected reply.
"Iteally. Dorothy," said the aston-

Foley'»

Agricultural Weekly

Weekly Newspaper

asked.

High-Class

A

County should

Good Local

had to be called to overawe the rebel.
"Why don't you get up. Dorothy?" he

only

NEEDS

who is inteiestcd in the no we of
Paris and Oxford

j

Up=to=Date

Wide=Awake

Doroiliy.
Good housewives often have trouble
with servants who cannot get up, but 1
doubt if it ever occurs to them, as it
did to .Miss Dorothy Drew when she
was not more than seven, that the
Scriptures emphasize the vanity of
Gladstone a«d Little

were perrecovered the lunge are weakened, fumed with patchouly, an extract of an
hard stratum oC earth below the soil.
Things that are put away carefully making them peculiarly ausceptible to Indlau plant. The French soon learued
Curtail quick in uioliun and have to directly finished with will come out as the development of consu mption. Foley's
imitate the shawls to perfection, but
good as new when next required, and Honey and Tar will stop the cough, heal to
run away with rapidity.
the
last
freshness
to
the
patchouly bothered them, as they
their
retain
pristine
and strengthen the lunga and prevent
of their existence.
could timl no substitute for it. and this
&
Co.
A.
F.
Shurtleff
pneumonia.
No. 17.—Kjmy Truipoaltioui.
fact was used as the surest means of
So, untidy girls, turn over a now leaf,
Transpose crippled and have grain and though the task of curing this bad
said one of the buncb, distinguishing the genuine Indi^sbawls
sir,**
"Poets,
habit is no easy one it can be accomplish- "are born."
grouud to u powder.
from the French counterfeits. At last
"Of course they are," rejoined the un- somebody discovered the secret and
Transpose cutrauce and have per- ed by steady perseverance.
And surety the result is worth the
fume.
sympathetic wielder of the blue pencil. brought a quantity of patchouly to
effort, for it not only means a monetary "If they came in the form of eggs they
time the discoverers kept
Transmise a nail and have very line
but also a saving of temper, and would never be allowed to hatch out." France. For a
saving,
particles of dry earth.
the matter to themselves and reaped a
those petty household jars that epoil the
Then some one gave away
harvest.
harmony of home life.—Ex.
BY THE TONIC ROUTE.
The perfume soon became
secret.
the
Key to the Huxmler.
not
as
The pills that act as a tonic and
How to Qain in Weight.
has never since passed
and
No. 1.—Diamond: 1. P. 2. Dry. 3.
popular
Little
a drastic purge, are DeWitt's
For people who wish to gain flesh, an
several
β.
Plead.
4. Teasing. 5. President,
Risers. They cure Headache, Con- completely out of use, though
Early
this
regimen:
authority gives
etc. Early Ris- times superseded temporarily by otl^er
Conduct. 7. Knead. 8. And. t>. T.
If possible, have a cup of chocolate or stipation, Biliousness,
ers are small, easy to take and easy to perfumes.
No. 2.—Illustrated Primal Acrostic: cocoa before
rising. For your breakfast
Initials—Johnston (Mary). 1. Jam. 2. have eggs (poached or boiled), cutlets, act—a safe pill. Mack Hamilton, hotel
clerk at Valley City, N. D., says: "Two
Optic. 3. Head. 4. Negro. 5. Saw. chops, or steaks, a cup of coffee, and
Six Great Me·.
bottles cured me of chronic constipasome fruit; but do not neglect the eggs.
C. T. 7. Owl. 8. Nail.
1731» to 183U is the most memoFrom
Co.
Λ
Shurtleff
F.
A.
Sold
tion."
by
At dinner have soup, meat, and fish,
No. 3.—Charade: Pie. lot. Pilot.
Six
rable period in modern history.
sure to
No. 4.—Ziy.'.ag: Washington. Cross- according to your taste; but be
"Miss
Self-Conscious.
Bliggios is great men made their marks—Napocaulihave
macaroni,
potatoes,
rice,
words—1. Warrants. 'J. Manumits. 3.
very self-conscious, is she not?"
léon, whose chief feature was ambiasparagus, indeed, all vegetables.
"Yes. When some one made a remark
Designed. 1. Machines, δ. Grievous. flower,
tion; Nelson, courage; Washington, inAvoid acids, although salads are good.
she
about a wolf in sheep's clothing
& UuendinK7. Garrison. 8. Sturdily.
Choose
puddings that are sweet, took it as a reflection on her Tersian dependence; Wellington, thoroughness;
1>. Stoppage. 1U. Mainland.
«snftriallv those containing
milk and
Pitt, statesmanship, and George Stelamb coat.'1
No. 5.—RkUTJe: Sack.
eggs. Grapes are said to be fattening,
phenson, ingenuity. Washington and
No. 6.—Behtadments: Know, now. and sugar undoubtedly is.
Nelson have secured the affection of
FOLEY'S HONEY AND TAR.
Do not take cold baths, nor indulge
Scrawl,
Crash, rash.
Usage, sage.
Washington and Stephenson
posterity,
Cures coughs and colds.
as
inucb
exercise.
in
violent
Sleep
very
crawl.
have done the most for mankind, WellCures bronchitis and asthma.
as possible, and do not allow yourself to
No. 7.—Anagram: George WashingCures croup and whooping cough.
ington enjoys the respect of all, Pitt
be exceedingly interested in anything
ton.
and bronchial has our admiration, and Napoleon will
hoarseness
Cures
which will cause you to worry.
No. 8.—Letter Puzzles: N-gaging. enforever excite the wonder of the world.
All food should be slowly masticated, troubles.
Cures pneumonia and the
grippe. Napoleon endeavored to remodel EuF-boldiaig. ItehoCdlUK. D-col- in order to be easily digested. Care and
giv.:iiifr.
&
Co.
Shurtleff
F.
A.
earousdecolori
orinjr.
ug.
K-rousing,
grief should be allowed no place at
rope; George Stephenson succeeded in
Ιηκ. N-joifiinjr. pnjadn'n;r.
Condiments and highly-spiced [ Trials of a Gboet. First
table.
Spook, de- doiug so. Washington and Stephenson
A
be
avoided.
should
sauces
merry
spairingly)—It's no use. I did my best together had Independence, observation
If yoa cannot eat, sleep or work, feel laugh is superior to pepsin tablets for
chain clanking act behind him, and—
and
ingenuity—the three qualities
cross
or
mean,
ugly, take Hollister's indigMtion.
Second Spook—Didn't be yell?
which are of the most service to huthe
eat
but
all
not
Do
Mountain
Tea
this
month.
A
appe-1
overeat,
Rocky
No; he only jumped and said, manity.—London Truth.
Three
tonic for the sick. There is no remedy tito demands with judgment.
"Thank heaven! I thought it was an
with
a
luncheon
bea
35
meals
to
it.
or
Tea
Tablets.
light
cents,
day,
equal
automobile."
F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co. ; Orin Stevens.
tween, if craved, are permissible, taking
Largest of All Bible·.
care ouly that the light repast is not
ON HER LUNGS.
Largest of all Bibles in the world la
of
Mamma—Tommy, I don't like to have near enough the solid meal to spoil the
"My daughter had a terrible cough the Kahgyur, or Buddhist scriptures
you play with boys who are bad.
appetite for It.
which settled on her lungs," says N. Tibet, which consista of 108 volumes
Tommy—But the good boys are no
Each volume
Jackson of Danville, III. "We tried a of 1,000 pages each.
Fig Pudding.
iood, mamma.
many remedies without relief, until weighs ten pounda and forms a packChop half a pound of figs into rather great
her Foley's Honey and Tar
It will bring rich, red blood, firm flesh coarse pieces; chop a quarter of a pound we gave
age twenty-six Inches long, eiglit tnches
which cured her." Refuse substitutes. broad and
wd muscle. That's what
Hollister's of beef suet very âne; pound or roll fine
eight Inches deep. This
à
Co.
Shurtleff
F.
A.
Rocky Mountain Tea will do. Taken three-quarters of a pound of stale bread.
bible requires a dozen yaks for Its
this month, keeps you well all summer. Mix these tbreo ingredients together
Mr. Gayman (laying the paper aside)— transport, and the carved wooden
J5 cents, Tea or Tablets. F. A. Shurtleff with half a pound of rich, brown sugar,
there's no fool like an old fool.
blocks from which It la printed need
j
Well,
fc Co. ; Orin Stevens.
a
little
and
beaten
well
>ne egg
grated
Mrs. Gayman—What particular folly rows of houses, like α city, for their
mixed
boil
for
four
well
When
nutmeg.
ire you meditating now?
atorage. ▲ tribe of Mongols paid 7,000
"What happens whe· a man's tem- lours and serve with lemon sauce.
In adoxen for a copy of this bible.
perature goes down a» low an it can go?"
A
COLD
FOLLOWS
PNEUMONIA
tsked the teacher.
Peach Roll.
dition to the bible there are 326 volbut never follows the use of Foley's âmes of
"He gets oold feet," answered a small
commentaries, which are necesCook dried peaches, make a rich bisand Tar. It stops the cough,
jupil.
There la
for Its understanding.
:uit dough, roll out and spread it with Honey
sary
and
the
afheals and strengthens
lungs
he peaches, rolling the whole up as
RAW OR INFLAMED LUNGS
fords perfect security from an attack of also a large collection of revelations
roll.
threeSteam
it were a jelly
the bible.
Yield qnickly to the wonderful cura- hough of an honr and serve with a pneumonia. Refuse substitutes. F. A. which supplement
[uarters
shurtleff Λ Co.
ive and healing qualities of Foley's
brown
and
of
made
lauce
bntter,
sugar
The Parti Alibi Oflce.
loney and Tar. It prevent· pneumonia lour, with some of the water in which
"But," protested the unregenerated
md consumption from a hard cold setIn Paris there la an institution which
he peaches were cooked.
lavage, "your religion, as I understand calls itself an "alibi office." It underled on the lungs. F. A. Shurtleff ά Co.
one wife."
t, allows a man
that when one Is really
An improvised double boiler can
"Atatime," explained the American takes to prove
A New Yorker was visiting in Boston. 1 aade from a stew kettle, a tin bucket,
hiding In Parla he la at Biarritz or some
nissionary.
in
a
1 tnd the top of a tin fruit-can with a hole
teeing a parrot
cage, he aaked :
place equally remote. The patrou of
"Does Polly want a cracker?"
i η it Place the bucket on the tin in the
If taken this month, keeps you well all the "alibi office" writes letters osten"I require no sustenance from, you j rettle of boiling water, and presto! your
It makes the little ones eat, albiy from any address and the "alibi
lummer.
whatever," replied the Back Bay Mrd ( louble boiler is complete.
Jeep and grow. A spring tonic for the office" haa them actually posted there,
rith hauteur.
The soiling caused by persons leaning vbole family. Hollister'a Rocky Mount- •o that when they arrive in Paris they
Grippe cough· yield qniekly to the t heir heads against a papered wall may be iin Tea. 36 cent·, Tea or Tablets. F. bear the right postmarks. This agency,
ronderful curative qualities of
f Teatly lessened, If not obliterated, by L Shurtleff ά Co. ; Oris Stevens.
moreover, offers ita subscribers the adloney and Tar. There is nothing- else 1 tying a sheet of blotting paper upon the
vantage of an address In "the moat
health
woman
doesn't
A
a
it
and
over
enjoy
«
good
moderately
passing
just aa good." F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co. pot
to which
inleas she has a few ailments tooom- aristocratic quarter of Parle"
rarm flat-iron.
their correspondence can be sent, which
>lain of.
"How can I convince Miss Gurley that
will be opened by. the management
An exoellent, harmless faoe wash is
'm not altogether a fool?"
Foley's Kidney Cure makes the kid- when the anbscrlptlon is not forthcom"Propose to her. She may not ao- » lade of a very weak solution of Spsom
•pt yon, bat she'll stlek up for jomr * kite. Poor a little on the haada, and ieys and bladder right. Contain· noth- tag.
1 ag injuriooa. F. A. Shurtleff * Co.
t ab on th« faoe until dry.
ood sen·· ever after."
»
,.·
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Planing, Sawing and Job Work.

the other side o' this stream that the
plain lay upon which the goats were
It was impossible for the
feeding.
wolf to get to them.
"That little goat has played me a
trick," sail tli? wolf sorrowfully.—
Pittsburg Dispatch.

has

J—

Ai\in

If In want of any kind of Finish for Inside or
I'lne Lum
Outside work, semi In your orders
>cr ami Shingles on band Cheap for Caab.

DANGERS OF PNEUMONIA.
A cold at this time if neglected is
liable to cause pneumonia which ia so
often fatal, and even when the patient first brought from India they

be|

The Oxford Democrat

Also Window & Door Frames.

were

"For goodness sake give it to him,
Maud," exclaimed a hoarse voice from
the head of the stairs, "or he'll stay to

a

knack of mislaying one glove; consequently it does not take them long to accumulate quite a hoard of odd gloves, all
nearly new, but useless, and this expense—for it amounts to a heavy item in
a year—could be avoided
by putting
botli gloves away directly you retnrn
home.
Then, in your personal appearance,
you owe it as a mark of respect to your
husband to be neat, tidy and dainty for
all time. Five minutes earlier risiug in
the morning would give you ample time
to take your hair out of those iron
abominations aud arrange it properly.
Also to do away with the tea gown, and
don a dainty blouse and tidy skirt, By
starting the day well things will go more
smoothly all through. If visitors call,
you will be ready to receivo them at
once, without hiding behind the door to
ascertain who it is, and then rushing
belter-skelter to make yourself presentable before you can appear in their

current.

or

early rising, says the London Tatler.
lingering in the hall. "Just Dorothy positively refused to get up,
kiss, darling," ho pleaded, "then I'll and lier grandfather, Mr. Gladstone,

They

α large
bird, usually black.
Curtail a piece of glass and have presence.

throng and have

was

whoee
"came

Size

[

Too often seemingly trilling complaints of children are
put ort uk tîinii(8 o( no couaequence. Every unnatural action
ia » ·\ m ρ to in of disorder an J deserving of careful tu veatlKalion.
Worms more than anything else are the cauac of childhood sickness.
Attacking as they do, the atomach und bowels. the «licet of
their presence ht fell t hrouKhout the whole aysteui and made Luowu
by nervouaaeaa. peevinhaese, disturbed bleep. erratic appetite, weak
stomach aiid general latitude.
9

the surest and a*text worm remedy ever compounded but it
than l/xif. Α» η tunic and general corrective it Is unexcelled.
It Urnes stomach and bowels, cleanse* and enriches the
blood and seuds rwiewed health tlnxllutr through the veins.
Kur over 00 year* the moat popular home remedy. Sold
at all druggists. :Sc.
Write for free booklet on
'•Children and Their Diseases.''

Xo.
Curtail a

Bad
Dreams

ia

me,

Then, again, untidy people bave

ι

NORWAY, MAINE.

PLEASANT AND HARMLESS.
Don't drug the stomach to cure

the time it would occupy to put them
away at once in their proper place.
Think of the countless things mislaid,
perchance for days and weeks, because
your memory fails to remind you just
where you flung the articles when last
you had anything to do with them. The
odd socks and stockings reposing in your
work-basket, awaiting the return of their
fellows, who have either been mislaid in
the wash, or else remained so long lying
about that they have disappeared at
various times among rubbish!

Peeled Pulp Wood, Spruce, Fir, Hemlock and Poplar, delivered ou car· at
any Κ. K. Station from Pownal to Bethel,
the corning year.
E. W. PEN LEY, West Paris.
J. M. DAY, Bryant's Pond.
May 30, 1904.

Optician.

day

I

in year city some lime rgo
«WHILE
w
True

very hungry wolf pounced
down upon a little goat and wna just
about to make a meal of blm when the
«
goat cried out:
One

husband."

give yourself A
long run by flinging things down anywhere just to save
And yet, believe

WANTED.

Jeweler and Graduate

The Little 6oat's Trick

Explained. "Ma," said Mrs. Malaprop's little boy, "what is 'antimony'?"
"Sh! that's not nice to talk about,"
"It's what a
replied Mrs. Malaprop.
lady gets when she's divorced from her

woman, and in his own wife makes no
excuses for what, to the mere man, appears to be ebeer laziness. He doesn't
come down to breakfast in a collarless,
tielese, unshaven condition; and he expects his better half to start the day by
gracing its opening meal as spick-andspan as if visitors were present.
And really, dear, untidy girl friend,
that long-sutfering husband of yours is
not far wrong when he tells you that
laziness is at the root of your want of
method and order in home, wardrobe
and person.
far more trouble in the

application.

HILLS,

the
Actress
The
"L. F." Medicino Indispensable

5

Licensed Taxidermist,
Telephone

preparation is justly entitled to all of its
many remarkable cures. Sold by F. A.
Shurtleff & Co.

Folks

Little

my speech has become quite
run up to the top of yoniler mountain
Ely's Crcain Balm
am a teacher in our town.
people.
see the goats on the other side,
clean«ee, soot bee and h caia
you'll
O.
G.
L.
Brown, Granger,
Ui'.nbr.u.e.
Among minor details, avoid the abare more ihere the dijciiCi!
The Balm does uot irritate or cause and 1 am sure there
ltcu:cecat:;:rliau'ic: «,·β
surdity of Ailing up a letter with exagX
X
or (hun you could eat in a month."
cts.
at
50
Sold
the licud
lu
cold
by druggists
%way a
gerated apologies for not having written sneezing.
56 Warren
So the wolf ran off up the side of quickly.
6
10
before, or for not writing a longer re- mailed bv Ely Brothers,
York.
C'reaiu Balm !s placed Into the nostrils, cpreads
the mountain, hut the farther he ran
ply. Then do not besprinkle the epistle St., New
X
X
over tho membrane and i· absorbed. Relief ie irnwith exclamation marks, inverted comA Keyteeville (Mo.) young married the higher the mountain seemed, and lm-iiialc huJ α wire follows. It is not drying—doc»
mas, dashes or much underlining. The man was seen
7
11
hurrying along the street it was a very long time before lie nut produce sneezing. Large Size, 00 cent» at Drugeffect produced always
suggests an
carrying a big paper bag on Thursday. reached the top, tired and footsore and get or by mnil ; Trial Size, 10 ccnte by mail.
X
X
correspondent.
hysterical
Somebody asked him why he was in
of breath and more hungry than he
ELY BBOT1IERS, 5<i Warren Street, New York.
Then, lastly, never try to excuse your- such a hurry. "I've just bought a hat out
12 χ 13 χ 14 χ θ
had been befitre.
self for omissions by concluding with
home
for my wife," "and I want to get
And what do you think was the first
The above roughly outlines the shape "In great haste," or "In a hurry to catch KafncA *ν»Λ cfcln oKanffAA "
I], W. ( II41\1H,EI{,
thing he saw? A herd of goats. There
of u door. Fill in, in place of the fig- tbe post," as this is impolite to your
because you should not have left
of them.
They
200
lieeu
have
must
FIRE.
ures. letters so that four words will be friend,
A DESTRUCTIVE
the letter to the last moment.—Ex.
broad
were grazing peacefully on a
formed, each being the name of someTo draw the fire out of a burn, or heal
othr side of the mounMake
a scar, use DeWitt'a plain on the
thing connected with a door.
without
cut
a
leaving
as
The Untidy Olrl
Wife.
the words as follows: 1. 2. 3, 4; 4, 5, 6,
Witch Hazel Salve. A specific for pile*. tain.
Every man bas a horror of a slovenly Get the genuine. J. L. Tucker, editor
I will furnish DOORS and WINDOWS of ivny
Hut what else do you suppose? Why.
7. 8; 9. 10. 11. 12; 12. 13. 14. a
9

by F. A. Shurtlcff Λ Co.

J. WALDO

denying

Cburciiiil Emmett II1
MaryTalented
Finds

Aoimal Story Por

AO

Builders' Finish I

purely vegetable and absolutely
They tonic the liver.

harmless.

FftBFARED ONLY »Y

topic· of lnierwitolke isdi·
Utofieitod. Addrw·: Editor OOHXHASm*
Connor, Oxford Democrat, Parle. Mtlsu
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1

equalled.

They

▲ DINNER INVITATION.
After » hearty meal a dote of Kodol
Dyspepsia Care will prevent an attack
of Indigestion. Kodol ia a thorough dlgeatant and a guaranteed cure for Indlgeation, Dyspepsia, Gai on the stomach,
sour Risings, Bad Breath and all stomach troubles. N. Watkins, Lesbus, Ky.,
of
says: "I can testify to the efficacy
Kodol in the cure of Stomach Trouble. I
was afflicted with Stomach Trouble for
fifteen years and have taken six bottles
of your Kodol Dyspepsia Cure, which entirely cured me. The six bottles were
worth 91,000 to me." Kodol Dyspepsia
Cure will digest any quantity of all the
wholesome food you want to eat while
your stomach takes a rest—recuperates
This wonderful
and grows strong.

HOMEMAKERS' COLUMN.
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without bolts.
50 cts.0own
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Variety Stor·,
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